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Abstract
This study investigated the effectiveness of using Web-2 tools (Facebook and
YouTube) on treating English majors' grammatical mistakes in Translation from
Arabic to English at Al-Azhar university-Gaza. The study was designed according to
the quasi- experimental approach with one group design. The sample of study
consisted of one group (25) female students of second level English majors. To
achieve the objectives of the study, the researcher used a Translation written test (pre
and posttest) in order to test the hypotheses of the study. After applying the pretest on
the sample the researcher utilized Facebook group page supported by YouTube videos
and added all students of the sample to this group. Many work meeting activities had
been in this group which focused on treating the grammatical mistakes committed by
students. The researcher provided students with direct feedback from received
intensive training of correcting each other's mistakes and by giving some suggestions
to improve translation. At the end, a post-translation test was applied for the same
group to check improvement
Data was collected, coded, and analyzed statistically by using Wilcoxon test to
measure the differences between the performance of the paired group in the pre and
the posttest. Wilcoxon was used to measure the differences in avoiding committing
grammatical errors specially using articles, subject–verb agreement in the posttest.
The results show that there were statistically significant differences at (α≤0.05) in the
mean scores in the pre and post written test. The researcher finds that there were
effective and obvious effects of using Facebook groups and YouTube videos on
improving the students' ability for translation and treating their mistakes especially in
case of using the articles and subject-verb agreement. This also creates a positive
environment that is encouraging and conducive for aiding the translation process for
the university students . In the light of those results the researcher recommends
arranging practice courses to university instructors and students about the importance
of the employment of web-2 tools special Facebook and YouTube videos. Curriculum
designers and translation instructors should design special translation courses and
Arabic grammar courses in order to focus on areas of grammar where students face
problems and generate errors in translation and instructors should focus on points of
similarities and dissimilarities in both Arabic and English when teaching grammar
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and translation courses through meaningful teaching to raise the students' awareness
of the strategies of interference.
The researcher suggests further researches to focus more on the challenges of
integrating web-2 tools as Facebook groups and YouTube videos for teaching the
different skills of English language.
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ملخص الدراسة باللغة العربية
هدفت هذه الدراسة إلى التعرف إلى أهمية استخدام أدوات الويب ( 2-الفيس بوك ,يوتيوب) في
معالجة األخطاء النحوية لطلبة قسم اللغة اإلنجليزية في جامعة األزهر في الترجمة من اللغة
العربية الى االنجليزية .تمركز عمل الباحث حول نوعين من األخطاء النحوية وهما استخدام ال
التعريف وتوافق الفعل مع الفاعل باللغة االنجليزية  ،ولإلجابة على أسئلة الدراسة استخدم
الباحث المنهج شبه التجريبي ذا المجموعة الواحدة مع اختبار قبلي  -بعدي ،حيث قام الباحث
ببناء اختبار تحصيلي لتحديد مستوى األخطاء النحوية في الترجمة ،صمم الباحث مجموعة
مغلقة على موقع التواصل االجتماعي الفيس بوك وضم إليها عينة الدراسة المكونة من  25طالبة
من المستوى الثاني من قسم اللغة اإلنجليزية في جامعة األزهر -غزة وقد تواصل الباحث مع
المجموعة وتدريسهم طرق معالجة أخطائهم بإرسال قطع لترجمتها ومن ثم تصحيح الطلبة
لبعضهم البعض وخلق بيئة تعليمية مليئة بالتعليم التعاوني حيث يتمركز دور الباحث كمالحظ
ومن ثم توضيح اإلجابات السليمة وتزويد الطلبة بمواقع خاصة يمكن للطلبة الرجوع إليها وزود
الباحث الطلبة بفيديوهات يوتيوب خاصة بالمواضيع النحوية وطرق الترجمة الخاصة وفى نهاية
هذه األ نشطة واللقاءات عبر الويب طبق الباحث نفس االختبار كاختبار بعدى على نفس العينة
لقياس الفروق في التحصيل وتم جمع البيانات ،وترميزها ومن ثم معالجتها إحصائيا باستخدام
اختبار و باستخدام اختبا ر وليكسون إليجاد الفروق في أداء مجموعة الدراسة في االختبار القبلي
والبعدي .واستخدم اختبار وليكسون إليجاد الفروق في ارتكاب المجموعة لألخطاء النحوية في
الترجمة من اللغة العربية الى االنجليزية وخاصة (استخدام األدوات ،توافق الفعل مع الفاعل).
أوضحت نتائج الدراسة أن هناك فروقا ً في التحصيل وأن ألدوات الويب المستخدمة األثر
اإليجابي وأنها خلقت بيئة تعليمية قوية شجعت الطلبة على الدراسة ونمت قدرة الطلبة على
الترجمة وعالجت األخطاء النحوية التي يقع بها الطلبة في الترجمة وبناء على هذه النتائج
أوصى الباحث بضرورة تدريب المشرفين والمعلمين في الجامعة على استخدام أدوات الويب2-
في العملية التعليمية وزيادة تركيز قسم اللغة االنجليزية خاصة على استخدام التعليم اإللكتروني
في تنمية مهارات الترجمة و أوصى الباحث المشرفين ومدرسي الترجمة على التركيز على نقاط
االختالف والتشابه بين اللغة االنجليزية والعربية في تدريس مساق النحو والتراكيب مما قد
يسهل على الطلبة عملية الترجمة بطرق سليمة كما واقترح الباحث استخدام أدوات الويب في
تدريس باقي مهارات اللغة االنجليزية في الجامعة وخصوصا مجموعات الفيس بوك التي تشجع
التعليم التعاوني.
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Chapter One
Background of the Study

Chapter One
1.1 Background
English is an international language which can be used for communication with
foreigners at home and abroad. It is the language of science; therefore, all university
students, regardless of their specialization, will need it in pursuing their studies in
particular to look for information and acquire knowledge. It is also the language of
politics, commerce, computer services and technology.
English is the language of modern times, science .It way of thinking as a means of
communication with others and become acquainted with the culture, it is the key to a
foreign culture and the official language in many other countries. For this reason, the
translation process is very important to make people easy to contact.
Brown (1987 p: 123) describes English as “a way of life”, “the context within which
we exist, think, and relate to others”, “a context of cognitive and affective and
behavior, a blueprint for personal and social existence”. He also states that language
and culture are “intricately interwoven” to the extent that separating the two would
result in a loss of significance of either language or culture. Perhaps, it would be more
accurate to say that separating language from culture would result in a change in the
significance of the two.
Nowadays, like Arabic, English language is of a great importance in the whole world
in general and in the Arab world in particular. Kachru (1992) points out that English
is one of the most important languages in the world. Although estimates vary, the
consensus if that hundreds of millions of persons speak English as a first language or
“mother tongue” and hundreds of millions more speak English as a second (or higher
order) language.
Realizing the importance of English language, Palestinian National Authority began
its promising project of introducing their students to English as from the first
elementary grade, it makes considerable effort to teach English as a foreign language
(EFL) but this is not an easy job, it is a complex process. It faces serious changes and
challenges in the new millennium. The modification of educational policies, the
expectations of the society and the demands of the information era, all require schools
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to provide students with effective instruction in EFL as well as in other subject areas
so that students can be fully prepared for future educational possibilities and be able
to survive in the economically competitive world (Al-Mutawa, 1997:42)
According to lado (1981, p.2) as quoted in Alnaggar (2012): Learning English as a
foreign language is a continual process that requires a long time and special effort to
be achieved. A part of learning a foreign language requires, among other things,
recognizing the differences and the similarities between learner's native language and
the foreign language as they may hinder or facilitate learning the foreign language.
Thus, the student who comes in contact with a foreign language will find some
features of it quite easy and others extremely difficult. Those elements that are similar
to his native language will be simple for him, and those elements that are different
will be difficult.
Every translation activity has one or more specific purposes and whichever
they may be; the main aim of translation is to serve as a cross-cultural bilingual
communication vehicle among peoples. In the past few decades, this activity has
developed because of rising international trade, increased migration, globalization, the
recognition of linguistic minorities, and the expansion of the mass media and
technology. For this reason, the translator plays an important role as a bilingual or
multi-lingual cross-cultural transmitter of culture and truths by attempting to interpret
concepts and speech in a variety of texts as faithfully and accurately as possible
(Nakhallah, 2010).
Most translation theorists agree that translation is understood as a transfer process
from a foreign language—or a second language—to the mother tongue. However,
market requirements are increasingly demanding that translators transfer texts to a
target language that is not their mother tongue, but a foreign language. This is what
Newmark calls "service translation." (Newmark, 1981).
There are some particular mistakes in the translation process concerned to many
problems: problems of ambiguity, problems that originate from structural and lexical
differences between languages and multiword units like idioms and collocations.
Another problem would be the grammar because there are several constructions of
grammar poorly understood, in the sense that it is not clear how they should be
represented, or what rules should be used to describe them, (Nakhallah, 2010:1-2 ).
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Grammatical categories are not expected to be similar in two languages, thus
making problems for translators and language learners. English and Arabic grammars
are different because they belong to different families. Arabic is a Semitic language,
and English is a Germanic one; therefore, each language has its specific grammatical
rules, elements, categories, and features. This variation causes many problems to
students when they translate (Housna, 2010, p: 11).
The effect of technology has become huge in teaching and learning the
language in addition to the instructor's role. In other words, the role of the instructor
together with the role of the technology can lead to advanced learning results
(Sharma, 2009).
The current change of media technologies and their ease of use in learning as
well as education system facilitate folks to relate within the educational domain in
new ecologies of learning. Particularly, Web 2.0 technologies like blogs, wikis,
podcasts and the RSS process engage students to occupy an upcoming assortment of
cognitive skills in order to perform and solve problems in this digital atmosphere. We
can refer to these skills as digital literacy’s (Gilster, 1997) The unique definition of
Web 2.0 characterize social life in either conceptual terms, such as network effects or
collective intelligence, or by using positive, community based metaphorical language,
such as folksonomies and participation (Allen et al. 2007).
Recent years have witnessed a growing awareness in the newest generation of
web-based collaboration tools namely wikis, blogs and podcasts, as evidenced by the
growing number of publications on the subject and the many examples of online
educational services that have adopted the use of these tools. Web 2.0 tools carry the
potential of complementing, improving and adding new collaborative dimensions to
many web based education and research services currently in existence which offer
many unique and powerful information sharing and collaboration features. User does
not require high technical skills to use these feature. That is why it is called
transparent technology (Wheeler et al., 2005). The current most popular social
networking site is Facebook (FB).Facebook is a social networking site found by Mark
Zuckerberg in 2004 which has become the leading social networking site in the world.
Boyd & Ellison (2007:7).Facebook offers new ways of teaching which is never
possible before. Teachers need to realize the special quality of implementing
4

Facebook especially in teaching translation. However, they must also be aware of the
possible bad effects of it and continually examine the uses and outcomes of using it in
teaching learning process.
In the light of what preceded, the researcher tries his best to apply some
activities with the students depends in wep-2(Facebook group)and(YouTube) and
creating a new interesting and enjoyable environment full of social interactions to
treat the grammatical mistakes committed by the English majors students at AlAzhar University -Gaza.
1.2 The Rationale of the study
There are two reasons behind investigating this problem; the first reason is that
many university students face difficulties when trying to translate the articles and
using subject-verb agreement from Arabic into English . The student face difficulty to
find the equivalent in two languages.
In addition, the tittle of this topic is important because it reflects variation
between a western language (English) and a sematic language (Arabic). The second
reason is that English majors at Al-Azhar University face much problems and
difficulties, who English as EFL. This requires new pedagogical methods that help
in the development of the educational process. The current change of media
technologies and their ease of use

in learning as well as the educational system

facilitate folks to relate within the educational domain in new ecologies of learning.
According to the researcher's knowledge, much of studies have been carried out on
using Web-2 in education process specially on learning English language skills, to
support the collaborative learning among the English majors at Al-Azhar University.
The researcher adopted the new methods of using web-2 tools (Facebook and
YouTube) in treating the English majors' grammatical mistakes using articles and
subject-verb agreement.
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1.3 The Problem of the study
The problem of the study can be stated in the following major question:
What is the effectiveness of Using Web-2 on treating English majors’
grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to English at Al-Azhar
University-Gaza?
In the light of the above major question the researcher will try to answer the following
questions:
1- Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the subjects mean
scores in the translation exam in the pre and posttest?
2- Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the subjects mean
scores in the translation exam in the pre and posttest in the use of articles?
3- Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the subjects mean
scores in the translation exam in the pre and posttest the use of subject –verb
agreement?
1.4 The Hypotheses of the study
1- There are statistically significant differences at (α≤0.05) in the subjects mean
scores in the pre and post written test.
2- There are statistically significant differences at (α≤0.05) in the subjects

mean

scores in in translation exam in the pre and posttest in the use of articles.
3- There are statistically significant differences (α≤0.05) in the subjects mean scores
in translation exam in the pre and posttest in the use of subject –verb agreement.
1.5 The Objectives of the study
The main objective of the study is to treating the grammatical mistakes specially
articles and subject-verb agreement which committed with the students of Al-Azhar
University in the translation process from Arabic to English. This study tries to
achieve the following objectives:
1- Assessing the effectiveness of using Web-2 on treating grammatical mistakes of
English majors at Al-Azhar University in translation from Arabic to English.
2- Investigating the grammatical mistakes specially articles and subject-verb
agreement committed by English major students in Al-Azhar University.
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1.6 The Significance of the Study
1-

This study presents a new vision for the development of translation skills among
university students by using modern technology to keep abreast of educational
technology in the field of teaching

2-

This study may be useful for officials in the development of curricula and taking
into account the application of modern technology in the support, and
development processes of translation in the English language, and the treatment
of mistakes committed by university students.

3-

This study is consider as one of the modern Arab studies and rare approach to
implementing the electronic activities depending on modern technology, which
works to connect university students within the educational loop and contact
them out of the class

for the treatment of the mistakes and problems of

translation from Arabic to English.
1.7 The Definition of Terms
Effectiveness: It is the degree of successful and proper treatment of English major's
grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to English as a result of using and
applying web2 tools.
Web 2.0:
The researcher of the current study defined the Web-2 as second generation
World Wide Web technologies applications such as Facebook &YouTube, which
support collaborative work among learners, sharing experiences in thoughts and
ideas especially in improving translation skill and treating the grammatical
mistakes. The

students get opportunity to find information online and share

their findings with others.

Treatment: Methods and procedures such as discussion , practices, feedback,
cooperation, and building confidence to the Students during translation process
by using WEB2.

Translation: It is transferring process which aims at the transformation of a
written Arabic Language text into an optimally equivalent English Language text,
7

which requires the syntactic, the semantic and the pragmatic understanding and
analytical processing of the Arabic language text.

Translation Mistake: It is an incorrect dealing during the translation process
from Arabic into English which committed by English majors at Al-Azhar
University -Gaza.

Grammatical Mistake: It is an incorrect unconventional usage of grammar
during the translation process from Arabic to English language especially in case
of using articles and dealing with subject verb agreement.

Subject verb agreement: In English, subjects and verbs must agree in number
(singular or plural) and person (first, second, or third). Singular subjects take
singular verbs, and plural subjects take plural verbs.
According to the researcher of current study, most students mistakes in translation
in case of subject-verb agreement from Arabic to English was in cases of
subject-verb agreement of indefinite pronouns

such as anyone, everyone,

anything, nobody, anybody, no one, nothing, one, somebody, someone, is
something, none, and much, are always singular and require singular verbs.
However, indefinite pronouns, such as all and some, are singular or plural
depending on what they refer to.
Articles: Articles are those little words that precede and modify nouns. There are
three different articles in English, the definite article (the), it usually precedes a
specific or previously mentioned noun; (a) and (an) are called indefinite articles
because they are used to refer to something in a less specific manner (an unspecified
count noun), and the zero article ‘ø’ several kinds of nouns never use articles. Their
use can be difficult because there are many rules governing their use.
English Majors: They are the female students in the Faculty of Education who
study English as a foreign language at Al- Azhar University- Gaza.
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1.8 The Limitations of the study
1-

Time limitation: The study was carried out during the second term of the
academic year (2015-2016).

2-

Place limitation: The study was applied and carried out in Al-Azhar
University- Gaza.

3-

Subject limitation: The study dealt with the using of Web-2 tools (Facebook
groups and YouTube) to treat the grammatical mistakes (articles and subject
verb agreement) of the students of Al-Azhar University in the translation
process from Arabic to English .The researcher applies some activities with
the students depending on in wep-2 and creating a new environment which is
interesting, enjoyable and full of social interactions.

1.9 The Procedures of the study
1. The researcher reviews previous related studies which shed the light on
the grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to English adopted by
the students who are majoring in English
2. Deciding the instruments of the study: the achievement test.
3. Designing the pretest in the light of supervisors and teachers review.
4. Checking the validity and reliability of the achievement test
5. Applying a pretest.
6. Applying some activities depends on using web-2 tools (Facebook group
&YouTube) to treat the grammatical mistakes in translation of English
majors from Arabic to English(see appendices B)
7. Applying the posttest for the sample
8. Analyzing the collected data by statistical means
9. Discussing the results and interpreting the hypotheses of the study .
10. Presenting the suggestions and the recommendations in the light of the
results.
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1.10 Summary
Chapter One includes the background of the study. It defines the study problem
that aims to investigate the effect of using Web-2 on treating English major students'
grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to English at Al-Azhar UniversityGaza. In addition, it provides the hypotheses, objectives, definition of terms and
procedures.
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Chapter Two
Theoretical Framework

Chapter Two
Theoretical framework
2.1. Introduction
The literature relevant to the present study is presented in this chapter in two
major categories: grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to English and
Web-2.0.

2.2 Part (1): Grammatical mistakes in Translation from Arabic to English
2.2.1 Definition of Translation
Different definitions of translation are set by different researchers as following,
According to Al-Kufaishi( 2004), " translation is a macro-skill that subsumes a
number of micro-skills; it is an interlingual, interactive, communicative and cognitive
activity. It is a meaningful task-based exercise, a problem-solving exercise that helps
develop the learners' data processing capabilities.
Newmark (1981) defines translation as "an art as well as a skill and a science". He
also argues that, " translation rests on three aspects: the foreign and native cultures,
the two languages, and the writer and the translator respectively."
Kelly (2005: 26-27) defines translation as the skill of understanding the source text
and rendering it in the target language by using the register, the background
knowledge, and other language resources according to the intended purpose.
Therefore, a translator is a mediator of the two languages and cultures who can
transfer the SL to the TL.
Ali (1991) sets a definition for translation; "a reproduction in the TL of a message
contained in a SL.” He views the process of translating as a mental process where a
translator “analyzes the structures of the SL into kernel elements or features before he
can dissect the intended meaning of the linguistic expression. (Ali, 1991: 3). Ghazala
(1995) also defines translation by saying: “Translation [refers] to all the processes
methods used to convey the meaning of the source language into the target language.
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He thinks that translation includes using words which have their equivalents in the
target language, new words which have not their equivalents, foreign words written in
language letters, and foreign words changed to suit the target language pronunciation,
spelling and grammar (1995:1).
Translation is an art which requires appropriate knowledge of both source and target
language. As far as translation from English into Arabic is concerned, there is a need
for systematic study of the difference between the two languages as well as of the two
societies, due to the fact that there are certain terms, metaphors that are culture bound.
Translation of such semantics requires real understanding of the culture of the
societies concerned. Nakhallah (2010)
There are many differences between Arab and European societies, and there are also
cultural and historical .In addition to that, there are also lexical and grammatical
differences between the respective languages .Because of these differences, it might
sometimes be difficult to relay an exact equivalent of certain collocations, idioms or
metaphors. Therefore, one has to provide a semi-equivalent to clarify the meaning to
the reader. Nakhallah (2010)
The researcher of the current study defined the translation as transferring process
which aims at the transformation of a written Arabic Language text into an optimally
equivalent English Language text.
2.2.2

The Importance of Translation

Translation is a means of communication; we have to deal with the process of
translation in a very precise way. Translators must be faithful to the original text. This
is the simplest principle that should be taken into consideration in translation. But the
translator may face problems through doing translation. The first problem is related
to the reading and comprehension ability in the source language. Once the translator
has coped with this obstacle, the most frequent translation difficulties are of a
semantic and cultural nature: "Linguistic untranslatability" (cognates, i.e. true and
false friends, calque, and other forms of interference; institutional and standardized
terms, neologisms, aphorisms, etc.), and "cultural untranslatability," (idioms, sayings,
proverbs. Jokes, puns, etc.), mentioned by (Tricás, 1995) cited in (Gerding- Salas,
2000)
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One should adopt a very cautious attitude toward these words or expressions so as to
avoid interference and/or language misuse (Kussmaul, 1995).
According to Gerding-Salas as quoted in Ali,( 2013: 80): whatever the difficulty in
the translation process, procedures must aim at the essence of the message and
faithfulness to the meaning of the source language text being transferred to the target
language text. It is essential to claim now that in order to say that the translation
teacher must start with himself / herself to overcome such difficulties in translation so
as to be able to teach his / her students how to overcome these difficulties, otherwise
he / she would be considered as an incompetent teacher. The reason behind that is that
the quality of translation will depend on the quality of the translator ( i.e. on her/his
knowledge, skills, training, cultural background, expertise, and even mood!) So, if the
teacher of translation lacks one or more of the above features he/ she could not
succeed in his / her job.
According to Newmark (1988a) as quoted in (Ali, 2013: p.121) any good translators
should have:
1. Reading comprehension ability in a foreign language
2. Knowledge of the subject
3. Sensitivity to language (both mother tongue and foreign language)
4. Competence to write the target language dexterously, clearly, economically
and resourcefully
The two languages namely, English and Arabic are related to two different families,
so it is absolutely expected to have different points in grammar, word orders, types of
sentences, forms of verbs, terms, subject-verbs agreement, articles, adverbs,
adjectives, from all this, problems in translation will arise so students or translators of
language must be knowing the different rules and methods for solving grammatical
translation mistakes (El-Shishiny, 1990).

2.2.3

Translation Equivalence

Translation equivalence is the relationship between a source text and a target text that
allows the target text to be considered as a translation of a source text in the first
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place. Equivalence relationships are also said to hold between parts of the source texts
and parts of target texts" (Baker (ed.) 1998, 77).
Although equivalence is considered an essential concept in several translation theories
Catford 1965 and Nida and Taber 1969, who defined translation in terms of
equivalence), it is a controversial concept in translation studies. Some linguists reject
the theoretical notion of equivalence considering its function as relative. For instance,
Baker (1992, 6) notes, "the term equivalence is adopted for the sake of convenience
although equivalence can usually be obtained to some extent, it is influenced by a
variety of linguistic and cultural factors and is therefore always relative". Snellliomby (1988, 22) also considers equivalence to be unsuitable as a basic concept in
translation theory because "it is imprecise and ill defined". Others, however, consider
it a positive notion in translation theory.
Hajjaj (1996) classified equivalence into three types: formal, functional and ideational
equivalence.
He says that formal equivalence tends to capture the form of the SL expression; this
kind of equivalence attempts to render the text "literally" or "word for word" –if
necessary, at the expense of features natural to the target language.
Secondly, functional equivalence conveys the essential thought expressed in a source
text – if necessary, at the expense of literality, original sentence and word order, the
source texts active VS passive voice.
Finally, in this regard, Hajjaj (1996) adds that ideational equivalence conveys the
communication sense of the SL expression independently of function and from .Here
the translator seeks to relay the meaning of the SL expression regardless of functional
formal equivalence.
2.2.4

Grammatical Equivalence

Grammarians distinguished between two kinds of grammar, universal and grammar of
a particular language. Universal grammar is the set of rules which consists of
properties that all languages of the world have. A grammar of particular language
consists of specific rules which distinguish this language from other languages
because each language has its grammar, there may be many differences between
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grammatical structures and categories. These differences may lead to difficulties in
translation from the source language into the target language. The change between the
source and the target languages may lead to add information to the target language
which is not expressed in SL. This is applied when TL has some grammatical
categories or word classes which SL has not (Baker, 1992).
Baker is one of the theorists of this group and sees that equivalence must be at
different levels. The first level of equivalence is at and above word level. The first
thing the translator takes into consideration is words as single units, and then he or she
considers a number of factors which affect the word such as gender, number, and
tense. Another level of equivalence is grammatical equivalence. The second thing that
the translator considers is grammatical categories, and then compares them in the two
languages. If there are some cases where there is no equivalence, he or she tries to add
or omit information. Textual equivalence is another level which is based on
equivalence in terms of information and cohesion. The last level is pragmatic
equivalence. This level is based on implicates and implied meaning (Baker, 1992).
Equivalence is a key concept in the process of translation. Hence, we cannot think of
translation without taking equivalence into our account. In other words, the result of
any process of translation revolves, in any way or another, around equivalence. The
researcher believes that this need from the person to be aware of equivalence and
specially grammatical equivalence
2.2.5

Translation methods

In this part of the work, we are going to review the translation methods put forward
by Newmark (1988b: 81). He writes that, "While translation methods relate to whole
texts, translation procedures are used for sentences and the smaller units of language".
He goes on to refer to the following methods of translation:
1- Word-for-word translation: in which the SL word order is preserved and the
words translated singly by their most common meanings, out of context ,for
example
He bought a blue car

هو اشتري سيارة زرقاء
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2- Literal translation: in which the SL grammatical constructions are converted to
their nearest TL equivalents, but the lexical words are again translated singly,
out of context. For example
Ahmed went to the shop last week ذهب أحمد إلي الدكان األسبوع الماضي
3- Faithful translation: it attempts to produce the precise contextual meaning of
the original within the constraints of the TL grammatical structures. e.g.:
""تعرض المصنع لهجوم امسThe factory was attacked yesterday.
4- Descriptive translation: It is a translation strategy whereby an expression in
the SL is paraphrased into the TL by describing it conceptually. This often
occurs when the translator comes across a referential or cultural gap where the
SL concept is completely missing in the SL culture e.g " "زكاةMay be
translated descriptively into compulsory charity in Islam when income
conditions are met.
5- Adaptation translation: which is the freest form of translation, and is used
mainly for plays (comedies) and poetry; the themes, characters, plots are
usually preserved, the SL culture is converted to the TL culture and the text is
rewritten. e.g. " "الف ليلة وليلةadapted to Arabic as: One Thousand and One
Nights.
6- Free translation: It produces the TL text without the style, form, or content of
the original. For example:
He got nothing at the end.

رجع بخفي حنين

7- Idiomatic translation: It reproduces the 'message' of the original but tends to
distort nuances of meaning by preferring colloquialisms and idioms where
these do not exist in the original.
For example:
Walk on water

يصنع المعجزات

8- Communicative translation: it attempts to render the exact contextual meaning
of the original in such a way that both content and language are readily
acceptable and comprehensible to the readership (Newmark, 1988b: 45-47).
الشكر على واجب

For examples: Do not mention it

The researcher of the current study thinks that ,the above methods should be
learnt by students of translation as a first step, and then they should apply
them when dealing with the practical aspect of translation. Since the
translation has a great importance as a means of communication, it needs a
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professional person to deal with as a process This need from the person to be
aware of different types and methods of translation, as the main topic of the
current study is treating the grammatical mistakes in translation, it is also that
the translator has to be able to choose which translation methods and believes
that procedures to be used in translating a text. The better method a translator
chooses, the better he/she will convey the meaning to the readers.

For that

researcher of the current study focused in literal and Faithful translation type
during the translation process with his students..

2.2.6 Teaching Translation
Teaching, in general, is a great mission. It is not an easy job; it needs a great
effort to be exerted by a teacher in order to communicate with his / her students in a
way that can transfer his / her knowledge to them. Teaching translation, on the other
hand, is sophisticated work because the one who teaches translation must be
professional in this field, namely, competent in teaching

translation material as a

science and treating this domain as a skill as well. In other words, he / she has to have
a dual ability the first of which is that he / she must be proficient in teaching
translation as a theoretical part and at the same time he / she must be professional in
translation as a practical domain. This requires that translation teachers must be
qualified in doing their job (i.e. teaching and translation). To do this job in a
convincing fashion, translation teacher must adopt certain methods for doing such a
duty. The most important thing is that the teacher of translation must be competent in
both languages, i.e., SL and TL, otherwise the quality of his work can never be
convincing. (Ali.2013,138)
Translation is sometimes referred to as the fifth language skill alongside the
other four basic skills of listening, speaking, reading, writing: Translation holds a
special importance at an intermediate and advanced level: in the advanced or final
stage of language teaching, translation from L1 to L2 and from L2 to L1 is recognized
as the fifth skill and the most important social skill since it promotes communication
and understanding between strangers (Ross, 2000).
In the context of EFL, teaching grammar has traditionally been dominated by
a grammar-translation method where the use of mother tongue is clearly important to
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elicit the meaning of target language by translating the target language into native
languages. For example, according to Larsen-Freeman (2000) in such a method
learners are required to learn about grammar rules and vocabulary of the target
language. In the case of grammar, it is deductively taught; that is, learners are
provided the grammar rules and examples, are told to memorize them, and then are
asked to apply the rules to other examples.
Grammatical we should pause here to acknowledge that as important as it is to
develop our understanding of the grammatical facts of the language we are teaching, it
is not these facts that we wish our students to learn. We are not interested in filling
our students' heads with grammatical paradigms and syntactic rules. If they knew all
the rules that had ever been written about English but were not able to apply them, we
would not be doing our jobs as teachers. Instead, what we do hope to do is to have
students be able to use grammatical structures accurately, mean in fully, and
appropriately. In other words, gram- mar teaching is not so much knowledge
transmission as it is skill development. In fact, it is better to think of teaching
"grammar" (Larsen-Freeman 1997; 2001)
Gerding-Salas

(2000),

elaborated

a

translation

methodology

with

undergraduate senior students who want to become translators. This approach
attempts to develop some workshop activities for the translation process—as a
cooperative activity with the students—through a graded and sequential procedure.
Students are assumed to have sound linguistic knowledge, both theoretical and
practical, and a wide cultural bilingual background, achieved during their first years in
college.
This methodology, consisting of a step-by-step procedure workshop, has
proven quite successful in promoting students motivation, productivity and the quality
of their work. The teacher makes a selection of the material to be translated. Texts
must be chosen according to previously defined objectives for translation practice,
taking into account the degree of difficulty of the texts (semantic, cultural, stylistic,
etc.), the topic or the specific knowledge area (science and technology; social,
institutional, economic and/or political topics; and literary or philosophical works)
Abdel Raheim (1998) points out that the absence of clear objectives of
teaching translation, random choice of unrelated passages, and the irrelevance
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between the type of training students get and final examinations they sit for, all
contribute to the low-quality performance of students. Vocabulary is often
administered out of context in lists to be rote-learned, creating a rigid and stereotyped
image of linguistic units.
All the above mentioned helped the researcher of current study on teaching
translation proses for majors students, which including some different skills and
strategies helping the teachers and the student for solving different types of problems
they face , and the most important thing in this proses is that the teacher of translation
must be competent in both languages, i.e., SL and TL, otherwise the quality of his
work can never be convincing.
2.2.7 Translation problems
Translation seems to be an easy task, and it is just to find equivalents of the
source language elements in the target language. However it is very difficult because
when translating ،the translator may face difficulties which make him stop translating,
think, rethink, and use dictionaries (Ghazala, 1995)
Translation problems can be divided into linguistic problems and cultural problems:
the linguistic problems include grammatical differences, lexical ambiguity and
meaning ambiguity; the cultural problems refer to different situational features. This
classification coincides with that of El Zeini (1994) when she identified six main
problems in translating from Arabic to English and vice versa; these are lexicon,
morphology, syntax, textual differences, rhetorical differences, and pragmatic factors.
Another level of difficulty in translation work is what As-Sayyd (1995) found when
she conducted a study to compare and assess some problems in translating the fair
names of Allah in the Qur’an. She pointed out that some of the major problems of
translation are over-translation, under-translation, and untranslatability.
While Zidan (1994) wondered about the possible role of the target culture content as
a motivating variable in enhancing or hindering the attainment of linguistic,
communicative and, more importantly, cultural objectives of EFL (English as a
Foreign Language (education. Hassan (1997) emphasized this notion when he pointed
out the importance of paying attention to the translation of irony in the source
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language context. He clarified that this will not only transfer the features of the
language translated but also its cultural characteristics.
Al-Darawish (1983) stated four main difficulties in any translation :


No two languages have exactly identical phonological, morphological, lexical,
syntactic and semantic features.



Languages differ in terms of sentence arrangement.



A translator is forced to front or move backward certain items.



The impossibility for a translator to master the two languages;

However, this problem can be resolved through specialized scientific committees (as
cited in Al-Hamdalla, 1998, p. 24). El-Zeini (1994) identified six main problems in
translating from Arabic to English and vice versa: lexicon, morphology, syntax,
textual differences, rhetorical differences, and pragmatic problems. Bahameed (2007)
terms these difficulties/problems as 'hindrances' for they hinder translators from
moving forward and stating in the same spot and classifies these hindrances of
Arabic-English translation into lexical, prosodic, structural, and cultural hindrances.
2.2.8 General Translation Problems
1. Pragmatic translation problems: They are those arising from the particular
transfer situation with its specific contrast of source language vs. target
language recipients, source language medium.
2. Cultural translation problems: It is a result of the differences in the culture
specific habits, expectations, norms, and conventions verbal and other
behaviours.
3. Linguistic translation problems: They are structural differences between two
languages in texts sentence, structure and supra-segmental features give rise
to certain translation problems
4. Text-specific translation problems: Any problems arising and not classified
as the previous one is classified text-specific translation problem. (Alan
Duff-1989)
All the above mentioned problems should be taken into consideration by the teacher
of translation when teaching his / her students how to translate. They should be taught
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how to overcome these problems in order to present a good translation, and improve
the competence of students of English.
Ghazala (1995) divided the translation problems into: stylistic, phonological, and
grammatical
2.2.8.1 Stylistic Problems
Style is very important because it is regarded as a part of meaning. If we ignore it, we
ignore a part of the meaning. Because of this importance, stylistic problems have
been given a great attention. Sometimes when the translator does his jop, he finds a
kind of non-equivalence in some points such as formality vs. informality, simple vs.
complex style, short vs. long sentences, passive vs. active style, and ambiguity. This
non-equivalence leads to many problems.
2.2.8.2 Phonological Problems
This problem is limited to some types of texts such as literature, especially poetry, and
advertising. This type of problems focuses on sounds. It is the translation of sounds
from SL into TL because of specific purposes.
Some translators try to make the translated poem like the original one in terms of
phonological structure by finding sounds in the target language as those used in the
source language (2007) This translation is very difficult.
2.2.8.3 Grammatical Problems
Arabic and English grammars are different because Arabic and English belong to
incognate language different families. Arabic is a Semitic language, and English is a
Germanic one . Each language has its specific grammatical rules, elements,
categories, and features. This variation causes many problems to students when they
translate.
There are some particular problems in the translation process: problems of ambiguity,
problems that originate from structural and lexical differences between languages and
multiword units like idioms and collocations. Another problem would be the grammar
because there are several constructions of grammar poorly understood, in the sense
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that it isn't clear how they should be represented, or what rules should be used to
describe them. Nakhallah(2010).
Both English and Arabic descend from different language families. While the former
is from a Germanic family, the latter is from Semitic origin. This results in a wide gap
between their grammars which causes serious problems for learners who assume that
English and Arabic grammars are identical (Ghazala, 1995).
The change between the source and the target languages may lead to add information
to the target language which is not expressed in SL. This is applied when TL has
some grammatical categories or word classes which SL has not (Baker, 1992) it is
highly important to make clear that English and Arabic are very different languages
from two different language families. ‘Arabic belongs to the Semitic group of
languages. More specifically, it is an off-shoot of the language of South-West Arabia,
while English is an Indo-European language’ (El-Sayed, 1982, p. 180–181).
Arabic grammar has two categories: morphology and syntax. Morphology studies the
forms of words and their transformations to intended meanings. Syntax studies the
case endings of words and their positions in the sentence. (Alhaysony, 2012: p. 42).
There are many differences between European and Arabic societies, and there are
also cultural and historical .In addition to that, there are also lexical and grammatical
differences between the respective languages .Because of these differences, it might
sometimes be difficult to relay an exact equivalent of certain collocations, idioms or
metaphors. Therefore, one has to provide a semi-equivalent to clarify the meaning to
the reader. Nakhallah(2010(.
An Arabic sentence may be either nominal sentence or a verbal sentence. The nominal
sentence starts basically with a noun and the verbal sentence starts with a verb. The
pillar of a nominal sentence is constituted by a primate and a predicate. The primate is
a noun that usually a sentence starts with. The function of the primate is the subjectfunction (the participant). The predicate qualifies the primate and fills the information
part of the pillar of the nominal sentence. The pillar of the verbal sentence is
constituted by a verb and an agent if the information is a known verb or a pro-agent if
the information is an ignored verb. The following two examples demonstrate a
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nominal sentence and a verbal sentence, respectively. The pillar, supplement,
information and subject of each sentence are identified.( Alhaysony, 2012: p. 42).
Sentence ً  فارس نشيط صباحا:
Transliteration: < fãrisun na^sē.tun .sabaã.han> English meaning: Fares (is) clever
morning. Dictionary:<Faris :]> [فارسFaris, <na^sē.tun :] > [نشيطclever, <.sabaã.han >
:]ً [صباحاmorning. The pillar: < fãrisun na^sē.tun>. The supplement: <.sabaã.han>
(circumstantial patient). The subject (participant): < fãrisun > (primate). The
information: <na^sē.tun> (predicate.)
Sentenceً  حضر فارس إلى المدرسة مسرعا:
Transliteration: <.ha.dara fãrisun 'ilaã al-madrasati musri`an> English meaning: Faris
came to the school in hurry.
Dictionary:<.ha.dara :] > [حضرcame, < fãrisun :]  > [فارسFaris, <'ilaã :] > [إلىto, <almadrasati :] > [المدرسةthe school, <musri`an :] ً > [مسرعاin hurry (status). The pillar:
<.ha.dara fãrisun >. The supplement: <'ilaã al-madrasati musri`an>. The subject
(participant): < fãrisun >. The information: <.ha.dara.>
The normal structure of verbal sentences in Arabic is to have the verb first, the subject
next, and the patient afterward. However, there are cases where one of the following
sequences must be used:


verb - agent - patient (normal)



verb - patient – agent



patient - verb – agent



verb - agent (patient is eliminated)



patient (verb and (or) agent are (is) eliminated)

Notice that the situation of agent - verb - patient is not listed here although it is valid
because it is considered as a situation of the nominal sentence. (Al-Muhtasib &
Mellish, 2007: 5 )
The researcher strongly believes that, the difficulty of complex Arabic structure and
lake using of grammar rules cause many problems during the translation process from
Arabic language to English. The researcher observed these things during applying his
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activities with the sample of the study ,all of problems these mentioned above caused
many grammatical mistakes during the translation process. It is worthy here to
differentiate between students' errors and mistakes as the researcher is concerned with
students mistake ' and not with their errors .
A mistake is a random deviation unrelated to any system, and it occurs as a result of
speed, lack of memory or concentration, and tiredness, while an error, on the other
hand, is rule-governed; it is systematic and due to lack of knowledge
(ALnaggar,2012).
According to some linguists, mistakes have a rather low frequency, but errors have
high frequency and they are systematic. Consequently, errors in this sense are
considered to be more serious (Badawi, 2008,p:1).
Corder (1967) defines “errors” as systematic errors that are errors of competence. On
the other hand, he defines “mistakes” as unsystematic errors that are“lapses” or slips
of the tongue (errors of performance). In the applied linguistic field, the term“error”
means the idiosyncratic or “un-native-like” language produced systematically by a
foreign language learner. However, “mistakes” are the lapses or slips of the tongue
that are not systematic and that the learner can correct (Chanier et al., 1992). They are
simply a result of imperfection in the process of producing speech (Brown, 1987). In
addition to the previous classification, Corder (1981) specified another classification
of errors: “covert” and “overt.” According to him, “overt idiosyncratic” errors are
ungrammatical at sentence level, while “covert idiosyncratic” errors are completely
grammatical at sentence level but not interpretable within the context.
The researcher of this study focused in two types of grammatical mistakes where the
students may commit.
-

Subject-verb agreement

-

Using articles

2.2.9 Subject-verb agreement
In English Subject-verb agreement comprises of sub-rules which encompass the
agreement between subjects and verbs in terms of singularity and plurality (Surina &
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Kamaruzaman, 2009). Plural subjects take plural verbs and singular subjects take
singular verbs (Siti Hamin & Mohd Mustafa, 2010).
According to Quirk et al (1985, 75), "concord is the relationship between two
grammatical units such that one of them displays a particular feature e.g،. plurality,
that accords with a displayed or semantically implicit feature in the other". English
has both grammatical and notional concord. Grammatical concord covers subject-verb
agreement ( e.g. English 3rd person singular verbs take "s" in present tense ), person
agreement (as in "you and I are late") and pronoun reference agreement; reflexive,
relative and possessive pronouns agree with the noun or pronoun they refer to in
gender and number (as in "she hurt herself'). Notional concord involves semantic
plurality "agreement with the notion of plurality". For example a collective noun may
take either a singular or a plural verb "The government has decided to resign", "The
government has broken its promises" (government as a unit) or "The government have
broken all their promises" (government as individuals).
Another area to be careful about is the use of the verb in relation to its subject.
Some examples of issues with subject-verb agreement are shown below :
-

John live in France.

-

John lives in France-

The subject John (singular ‘he’) ‘agrees with’ the third person singular form of the
verb to live – lives. The arguments are sound and well supported.
- The arguments are sound and well supported.- The subject arguments (plural ‘they’)
requires the third person plural form of the verb to be – are.
Five general usage rules
following are five general rules about subject-verb agreement.
The subject of each sentence is in bold. It can be useful to consider what pronoun
could perform the same function as the subject; these are shown in brackets where
applicable .
1- Singular subjects joined by the word ‘and’ are generally plural (They) both the
Art teacher and the students enjoy a student centered approach.
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2- Indefinite pronouns (someone, anyone, no-one, anybody, somebody, nobody,
one, either, and neither) usually take a singular verb .
No-one likes to fail at university.
3- Nouns used with a quantifier (some, any, all, most) can be singular or plural.
This depends on whether the noun is countable or uncountable .
Some of the policies (They) were rejected whilst others were approved.
(Policies = countable noun)
Some of the research (It) was conducted at the University of Melbourne.
(Research = uncountable noun).
4- After a subject joined by ‘either…or’, ‘neither…nor’, or ‘not only…but also’,
the verb tends to agree with the subject nearest to it .
Neither the lecturer nor the students want to reschedule the class. (Want agrees
with students).
5- There is’ and ‘there are’ agree with the noun that follows:
There is flexibility in this kind of management structure.
There are many advantages to this kind of management structure. (Melbourne,
Online).
When you construct sentences your goal is to effectively communicate to your
audience. Having structural errors such as subject-verb agreement in your writing may
prevent your audience from understanding your ideas. Problems occur in the present
tense because one must add an -s or -es at the end of the verb or use helping verbs
such as( has / is) when the subject or entity performing the action is a singular third
person( he, she, it) or words for which these pronouns could substitute.
The grammar of any language is not just a simple matter of rules; in order to achieve
correct formal writing. Students must follow some basic principles, such as subjectverb agreement. In English, there are three verbs used both as a main verb and as a
helping verb, such as to be. On the other hand, it is not always easy to trace the
subject in the sentence. Sometimes, subjects are separated from their verbs by a
prepositional phrase (Werner, Church, & Baker1995 b,p.5).
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Table (2.1): The distribution of (to be) in the present tense
To be, to have and to do : present tense
Singular

Subject

Verb

and

Plural Subject and Verb

First Person

I am

We are

Second Person

You are

You are

He
Third Person

She

Is

They are

It

As illustrated in Table 1, verbs in the present tense for the third person take singular
subjects: she, it, and he. Moreover, verbs in the first and second person are almost the
same.
Except for the verb to be; the first person takes am and the second person takes are.
The most common prepositions in English are at, from, in, of, on, and with. In
addition, there are other cases of subject-verb agreement of indefinite pronouns.
(Werner et al., 1996 b, p. 139-216). They do not refer to specific nouns; some of them
are considered singular, and some are plural. Indefinite pronouns, such as anyone,
everyone, someone, anything, nobody, anybody, no one, nothing, one, somebody no
one, someone, is something, none, and much, are always singular and require singular
verbs. However, indefinite pronouns, such as all and some, are singular or plural
depending on what they refer to. For examples:
Each of the students is responsible for doing his or her work in the library.
Don't let the word "students" confuse you; the subject is each and each is always
singular — each is responsible.
1- Some of the beads are missing
2- Some of the water is gone.
Some are singular or plural depending on what they're referring to. (Is the thing
referred to countable or not?) The beads is countable take are, but water is not take is
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Furthermore, some phrases in English give the sense of the meaning. For example,
together with, as well as, and along with are not the same as and. Thus, the use of one
of these phrases does not compound the subject, so a singular verb is required. The
same is true for the phrases neither and either, Even though they seem to be referring
to two things, they are singular, and they require singular verbs. They join as parts of
a subject and the verb must agree with the part nearest to it. (Werner et al., 1996 a, p.
39). For example:
Neither of us is happy with the result of the exam
Another principle in subject-verb agreement involves collective nouns (Werner et
al,1996 a, p. 187). They are a collection of different types of names. The agreement
between them and a verb depends on the context of the sentence. The most common
collective nouns include audience, team, band, class, cast, family, unit, troop, crowd,
and jury. For example:
The committee is meeting Friday.
Committee is refer to a single group so single verb is is used
In some situations in English, subjects come after verbs. In these cases, the verb must
be identified and any prepositional phrases must be removed in order to complete the
action of the verb. Usually, there are some indicators to the verb preceding its subject,
such as there and here )Benner, 2000). For example:
There are some books on the shelf.
There is a book on the desk

(The subject is some books)

(A book is the subject)

Verbs must agree with relative pronouns. These pronouns include who, which whom,
and that. The agreement is simply identified by the relationship between the relative
pronoun, its antecedent, and its verb. Thus, if the relative pronoun refers to a singular
antecedent then it requires a singular verb. However, if the relative pronoun refers to a
plural antecedent, then it requires a plural verb (Werner et al., 1996 b, p. 324). For
example:
Ali is the only one who has a security pass. (The verb has agrees with the
singular antecedent)
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Arabic has rich agreement morphology which allows it to show agreement relations
between various elements in the sentence There are five morph syntactic features
involved in agreement in Arabic: number (singular, dual and plural), gender (feminine
and masculine), person (1st, 2nd, and 3rd), case (nominative, accusative and genitive)
and definiteness (definite and indefinite). The strongest agreement relation is that
between a noun and adjective where four of the five agreement features are involved:
number, gender, case and definiteness (Attia, 2008).
( هذا الرجلnoun – demonstrative pronoun: number, gender)
haḏā ar-raǧulu
‘this man’

( رأيت الرجلين الكريمينnoun – adjective: number, gender, case, definiteness)
ra᾽aitu ar- raǧulaini al-karīmaini
‘I saw the two generous men.’

الطالبتان اللتان نجحتا

(noun – relative pronoun: number, gender, case)

aṭ-ṭālibat allatāni naǧaḥatā
the-student. Dual .fem .nom

who. Dual .fem .nom

succeed. Past .dual.fem.

The two students who succeeded’

( الطالبات ذاكرن دروسهنnoun – pronoun: person, number, gender)
aṭ-ṭālibātu ḏākarna durūsa-hunna
the-student.pl.fem.3.nom study.past.pl.fem.3 lessons-their.pl.fem.3
‘The students studied their lessons.’

( الرجل كريمsubject – predicate: number, gender)
ar-raǧulu

karīmun

the-man.sg.masc generous.sg.masc
‘The man is generous.’
Regarding subject- verb agreement, when subjects are in the pre-verbal position, verbs
have full (rich) agreement as they are required to agree with their subjects in number,
gender and person, as shown in the example
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 البنات ذهبن إلى الحديقةal-banātu ḏahabna ᾽ilā al-ḥadīqati
The girls went to the garden
Contrastively if subjects are in the post-verbal position, verbs show partial (weak or
poor) agreement, as verbs agree with their subjects in gender and person only, as
shown in the example in (2). Verbs take the default singular form whether subjects are
singular, dual or plural .
 ذهبت البنات إلى الحديقةḏahabat

al-banātu ᾽ilā al-ḥadīqati

The girls went to the garden.
Translation has a great importance because it is a mean which helps people from
different societies and countries to communicate and know different cultures in the
world. But it is difficult in the same time. The translator must know the two languages
in terms of vocabulary, grammar, phonology, and also in terms of culture. He or she
should know how to find solutions if there is lack of equivalence. Because each
language has its grammar, there may be many differences between grammatical
structures and categories. These differences may lead to difficulties in translation
from the source language into the target language.
2.2.10 Using Articles
2.2.10.1

The Indefinite Article

The indefinite article a(n) in English is mainly used with singular count nouns for a
diversified set of purposes. In general, however, the indefinite article may be said to
have three basic functions: (Hajjaj, 1996: 56)
-

To denote one particular individual with its specific characteristics, e.g. a boy
in A boy came to see you this morning.

-

To denote one or another of the class presented, e.g. a doctor in John is a
doctor, and to generically represent a class whose characteristics are embodied
in the specimen, e. g. a lion in A lion can be dangerous.

Similarly, Arabic uses the indefinite article, i.e., 'nunation'  التنوينto perform two of
the three functions mentioned above, namely, denoting one particular individual with
its specific characteristics, and denoting one or another of the class presented. By way
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of illustration, consider the indefinite English noun phrases in the following sentences
along with their Arabic translations:
A girl came.
I saw a dog.

جاءت فتاة
ً رأيت كلبا

Fatimah is an actress.
Ali is a judge.

فاطمة ممثلة

قاض
ٍ ي
ٌّ عل

However, Arabic cannot use the indefinite article to perform a generic
function; rather, it uses the definite article  الـto perform such a function. The
following English sentences alongside their Arabic translations illustrate this:
A book is a good companion الكتابُ صديق جيد
A doctor makes much money ًيكسبُ الطبيبُ ماالً كثيرا
Further, the English indefinite article is used in a variety of English
expressions including numbers, e.g. He won a million dollars; quality, e.g. The speed
limit is sixty miles an hour; emphasis, e.g. It was such a disaster; mass nouns e.g. This
is a courage which I admire; proper nouns e.g. We consider him a Romeo;
prepositions, e.g. She was in a hurry; aches and diseases, e.g. He has a fever;
formulaic phrases, e.g. Have a good day, etc. With expressions like these, there, is no
formal correspondence between the indefinite article in English and nunation in
Arabic. Therefore, such expressions are translated into Arabic equivalents that do not
necessarily feature the indefinite article. By way of illustration, consider the two
sentences below along with their Arabic translations:
Ali has a cold يعاني علي من الزكام
Ahmed won a million dollars ربح أحمد مليون دوالر
Mona was in a hurry كانت منى في عجلة من أمرها
The indefinite article is used with specific reference to introduce a discourse referent.
The referent is generally known to the speaker but not to the hearer (e.g. "I am
looking for a man I met last week"). It is also used with generic reference with a
singular noun when the reference is to one member representing the whole class (e.g.
"A lion is dangerous"). In English, no article is used with uncountable nouns, abstract
nouns, institutions, means of transport, times of day and night، seasons and meals.
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Moreover, no article is used with plural count nouns or singular non-count nouns
when reference is to an undifferentiated whole (e.g."lions are dangerous") (Khalil
1994, 79).
2.2.10.2

The Definite Article

The function of the definite article in English the and Arabic  الـis to define,
determine, individualize, familiarize, etc. Unlike the indefinite article, which is
used mainly with singular count nouns, the define article is used with all kinds of
nouns (except proper nouns) : singular and plural, mass and countable, concrete
and abstract. Basically, the contexts that discoursally call for the use of the
definite article include shared knowledge about entities, e.g. the moon and the
church; part-whole relationship, i.e. entities being part of the context at hands, e.g.
the blackboard in Put your name on the blackboard and the books in Most of the
books that were stolen; and previous mention of some entity, e.g. the lecture in
this exchange: (Speaker) I attended an interesting lecture yesterday (Hearer) What
was the lecture about? (Hajjaj,1996: 58)
The following English sentences along with their Arabic translations are illustrative:
The sun is the primary source of energy.
.الشمس هي المصدر الرئيس للطاقة
Put the car in the garage, Ahmed.
صف السيارة في الكراج يا أحمد
Speaker: I read an interesting book last week.
Hearer: What was the book on?
. قرأت كتابا ً ممتعا ً في األسبوع الماضي:المتكلم
 ماذا كان موضوع الكتاب؟:السامع
The definite article in English the and Arabic  الـis clear in above examples
In the first example the definite article shared knowledge about the (sun ) الشمسand
same case in Arabic because it is one sun only .
In the second example it used same in bout language for specific noun (car)
and( garage) الكراج
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السيارة

In the third example it used with (book)  الكتابin second time related to previous
mention, same way in bout language
Further, the definite article is used with some proper nouns and place names in both
English and Arabic, despite the fact that they are definite by nature. These include
names of countries, e.g. the Congo  الكونغوand the United States  ;الواليات المتحدةbodies
of water, e.g. the Indian Ocean  المحيط الهنديand the Euphrates  ;نهر الفراتbuildings, e.g.
the Sheraton Hotel  فندق الشيراتونand the Kremlin  ;الكرملينmountain ranges and deserts,
e.g. the Alps

 جبال األلبand the Empty Quarter  ;الربع الخاليliterary works and

magazines, e.g. the Uliad  اإللياذةand the Newsweek  ;مجلة النيوزويكproper nouns in the
plural, e.g. the Johnson عائلة جونسون, etc. It should be noted that most of these names
are related to the shared knowledge of language users. The definite article is also used
with names of musical instruments, e.g. the lute  ;الشبابةadjectives referring to more
than one individual, e.g. the old and the young الشيب والشباب, and possessive
constructions, e.g. the boy's book  كتاب الولدand the title of the book عنوان الكتاب, among
other things. (Hajjaj, 1996).
The definite article has two semantic functions: specific reference and generic
reference. The definite article denotes a specific reference, as in " البنتthe girl". Proper
nouns are definite with or without the definite article. The definite article with generic
reference is used with both abstract and concrete nouns to denote all members of a
class, as in "االسدthe lion". In addition, mass and abstract nouns take the article in
Arabic, as in  "الحليب مفيدmilk is beneficial". There are also many other differences in
usage. Thus, while English nouns that refer to means of transportation and institutions
take zero article, as noted above, their counterparts in Arabic take the article (e.g.
" بالقطارby train" Al Ghusin (2004).
2.2.10.3

The Zero Article

English uses the zero, i.e., no article in many cases where Arabic utilizes the
definite article. Basically, these include mass nouns, e.g. bread  الخبزand milk ;الحليب
unique nouns, e.g. Paradise الجنة, and Man  ;اإلنسانproper names of days and seasons,
e.g. Saturday السبت, and spring  ;الربيعnames of institutions, e.g. Parliament البرلمان,
and university  ; الجامعةand plural common nouns when used generically, e.g. babies
الرضع
ُّ and rabbits األرانب. However, both English and Arabic generally use a zero
article with proper nouns, e.g. Hamlet هاملت, Ahmed أحمد, America أمريكا, England
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إنجلترا, Damascus دمشق, London لندن, etc. Of course, there are Arabic exceptions in
both categories, e.g. Hell جهنم, Cairo

القاهرة, Riyadh الرياض, al-Harith الحارث,

etc.(Hajjaj,1996)
According to Quirk et al. (1972) the grammatical structure of Arabic is different from
that of Indo-European languages such as English. As a matter of fact, these
differences were the cause of many errors made by the students. The differences and
similarities between Arabic and English in terms of their article systems should
therefore be clarified. There are three different articles in English, the definite article
‘the’, the indefinite article ‘a’ or ‘an’, and the zero article ‘ø’. ‘the’ is used with
specific nouns, ‘a’ or ‘an’ is used with non-specific nouns in the singular, while ‘ø’ is
used with non-specific nouns in the plural, proper nouns, mass nouns, abstract
nouns, and non-count nouns, such as ‘rice’, ‘water’, etc.
Nouns used in English might appear in one of three forms:
1. Singular with ‘a/an’; e.g. A horse is a useful animal.
2. Singular with ‘the’; e.g. The horse is a useful animal.
3. Plural with zero ‘ø’; e.g. Horses are useful animals.
Furthermore Kharama & Hajjaj, (1989) pointed out that an article might modify two
nouns conjoined by ‘and’ if they represent one unit such as ‘the father and mother’,
‘the bread and butter’ etc.
In Arabic, the article system is completely different from that of English. While there
are three in English, Arabic has only two, the definite article ‘al’, which is a prefix,
and the zero or indefinite article, which is simply the absence of the definite article.
Regarding the use of the definite article, the main difference between English and
Arabic is that Arabic often uses the definite article in contexts where English does
not.
Kharama and Hajjaj (1989) give some examples as follows:
1. Nouns used generically in Arabic, whether singular or plural, take ‘al’ (the).
2. Abstract nouns in Arabic take ‘al’, more frequently than in English.
3. When a mass noun refers to the whole kind, it takes ‘al’.
4. Some proper nouns take ‘al’, such as ‘al-kahera’ (*the Cairo).
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5. When two nouns are joined by ‘and’, ‘al’ is repeated even when these nouns
represent one unit such as ‘al-zawjuwa al-zawjatu’ (*the husband and the wife)
It is clear from the examples, the definite article in Arabic is formed by adding the
prefix “al” to the noun, “al” is equal to “the” in English and it should be connected to
the noun. Examples: the boy = al walad الولد, the girl = al bent البنت, the house = al bait
 البيت.
The definite article “al,  ” الis not all the time pronounced as “al”, the “al” would be
pronounced as “a” instead of “al” if it precedes one of the moon letters.
For more illustration ,see the following examples:
bayt kabiir (a big house) - when there is no definite article (al-) present, the article
“a” in English is used.
 البيت الكبيرal-bayt al-kabiir (the big house) - when the definite article (al-) is present on
both the noun and the adjective describing it, the word “the” governs both the noun
and the adjective.
 البيت كبيرal-bayt kabiir (the house is big) - When al- is present on the first word in the
sequence (the noun) but not the second (the adjective), the verb “to be” is supplied. In
other words, the sentence is then translated “the ______ is
Thus, these are the reasons why English majors commit the mistakes during the
translation process of the articles from Arabic language to English.
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2.3 Part two: Web -02
2.3.1 What is the Web -02?

Web 2.0 is a term describing the trend in the use of World Wide Web technology and
web design that aims to enhance creativity, information sharing, and, most notably,
collaboration among users. These concepts have led to the development and evolution
of web-based communities and hosted services, such as social-networking sites,
wikis, blogs, and folksonomies. The term Web 2.0 became notable after the first
O'Reilly Media Web 2.0 conference in 2004 (O’Reilly, 2005)

Web 2.0 is the network as platform, spanning all connected devices; Web 2.0
applications are those that make the most of the intrinsic advantages of that platform:
delivering software as a continually-updated service that gets better the more people
use it, consuming and remixing data from multiple sources, including individual
users, while providing their own data and services in a form that allows remixing by
others, creating network effects through an ‘architecture of participation’ and going
beyond the page metaphor of Web 1.0 to deliver rich user experiences” (O’Reilly,
2005).

The researcher of the current study defined the Web-2 as second generation World
Wide Web technologies applications such as Facebook YouTube, which supports
collaborative work among learners, sharing experiences in thoughts and ideas
especially in improving translation skill and treating the grammatical mistakes and the
students get opportunity to find information online and share their findings with
others.

The researcher mentioned the different types of Web technologies applications (see
figure 1)
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Figure (1) Web-2 Tools
Recent years have witnessed a growing awareness in the newest generation of webbased collaboration tools namely wikis, blogs and podcasts, as evidenced by the
growing number of publications on the subject and the many examples of online
educational services that have adopted the use of these tools. Web 2.0 tools carry the
potential of complementing, improving and adding new collaborative dimensions to
many web based education and research services currently in existence which offer
many unique and powerful information sharing and collaboration features. User does
not require high technical skills to use these feature. That is why it is called
transparent technology (Wheeler et al., 2005)
La-Torre (1999) reflects on the need for translators to be trained in basic skills of the
process of translating. She presents a web-based resource to help students in a
translation theory course reflect on the translations generated by machine translation
software. The resource consists of web pages linked to a free translation service
available on the World Wide Web along with on-line dictionaries. Three exercises
and an assessment have been produced. The results from the evaluation shows that, on
the whole, students' reactions were positive, although one problem may be negative
attitudes toward using computers.
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The impact of the Internet on language learning in the content of higher education has
been growing exponentially. A number of years ago, early incarnations of the internet
provided students the opportunity to find information online and share their findings
with other language learners.
For today's generation, Facebook allows the creation of new content; thus previously
unexplored communication channels have been opened, providing language learners
with new incentives and opportunities to easily interact with people from across the
globe (Barnlund, 2008).
Language learning has grown beyond the boundaries of the four walls of the
classroom; in fact, most language learning occurs outside and informally. Informal
learning, through a medium like (ICT) therefore, is a significant alternative
environment for language practice and use and thus, should not be taken lightly.
Informal learning experiences are seen as the link or the bridge between social media
and academic content. So it offers more opportunities for students to be highly
engaged with educational content in formal learning settings (Bull, 2008: p.54 (.
Computer mediated social networks have been growing at an exponential rate.
Buffardi and Campbell (2008) pointed out that having a web presence and being in
touch with a large number of individuals via social networking sites has become part
of the daily routine of people, many of whom are higher education students. In other
words, according to Downes (2006), the emergence of Facebook is not simply a
technological revolution, but rather a social transformation that enables and
encourages communication and education as these websites allow members to express
themselves and interact with others (Lin, 2012).
2.3.2 Social Networking
Many people actively participate in content generation and value creation, and several
researchers (e.g., Young et al., 2009; Vasalou et al., 2010) have examined their
profiles to determine why and to what extent they are keen on posting their entire
identity, sharing pictures and videos, and indicating their religious affiliations, marital
status, and political orientations on the internet. These users interact with others,
exchange information about their interests, raise discussions about new topics, follows
news about specific topics on different Social Networking Sites.
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2.3.3 Social Network and Facebook
According to Bartlett-Bragg (2006:3), “A social network is a range of applications
that augments group interactions and shared spaces for collaboration, social
connections, and aggregates information exchanges in a web-based environment .”
Merchant (2013:6) defines social networking as “the patterning of everyday practices
of social interaction, including those that take place within family structures, between
friends, and in neighborhoods and communities ”.
Another definition comes from Boyd & Ellison (2007:2), they define social network
sites as “web‐based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi‐
public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom
they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those
made by others within the system .”
From the definitions above, we can obviously state that the application such as
MySpace, Friendster, Facebook, Twitter, and Google+ belong to social networking
sites. In this era of technology, social networks become a part of human life. It is
successfully integrated to human daily activity not only in social purposes, but also in
business yet educational ones.
This is in line with Merchant(2013:6) who views social networks as a new way of
building or maintaining friendship or interest groups, extended family ties,
professional, political or religious affiliations.
The researcher also define the social network as Internet-based social system
consisting of many people from different places that are connected together to allow
communication and interaction between them.
The increased use of Social Networking Websites has become an international
phenomenon in the past several years. What started out as a hobby for some computer
literate people has become a social norm and way of life for people from all over the
world (Boyd, 2007). Teenagers and young adults have especially embraced these sites
as a way to connect with their peers, share information, reinvent their personalities,
and showcase their social lives (Boyd, 2007).
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With the increase of technology used for communicating with others and the
popularity of the Internet, “Social Networking” has become an activity that is done
primarily on the Internet, with sites like MySpace, Face book, Bebo, Friendster, and
Xanga (Coyle et al., 2008).
Social network sites such as MySpace, Facebook, Windows Live Spaces, Orkut and
Hi5 have attracted millions of users and they are used for many different purposes
(Bicen and Cavus, 2010). According to the Nielsen Company 2010 statistics, people
throughout the world spend a staggering 110 billion minutes on social network sites
and 75% of all people visit social media sites (even if they are not members) (Local
Relationship Management, 2010). Indeed, the popularity of social networking is
highly demonstrable by the number of people using those (Cheung et al., 2010)
The current most popular social networking site is Facebook (FB) .
2.3.4 Facebook
It is a social networking site found by Mark Zuckerberg in 2004 which has become
the leading social networking site in the world. Boyd & Ellison(2007:7) note that
Facebook began in early 2004 as a Harvard‐only social networking site but in
September 2005 had successfully expanded to include high school students,
professionals

inside

corporate

networks,

and,

eventually

،everyone.

www.socialbakers.com reported that at the end of February 2013, there are
963.679.900 Facebook users worldwide. Asia becomes the continent with the most
users, which are 267.816.640 users. Conversely, the continent with the lowest number
of Facebook active users is Oceania (14.627.180). It has been stated that Facebook
has many built-in features. One of the features mentioned is Facebook group.
According to Yunus & Salehi (2012:87)“ Facebook groups is a feature that is
available on the social networking site Facebook in which unlimited number of
members are allowed to participate, communicate and interact via post and chat style
for a specific purpose”.
Yunus & Salehi (2012:89) believes that FB Groups has the potential to give the youth
what they desire, so to speak, with its interactive, easy-feedback features, and thus,
create a positive environment that is encouraging and conducive for aiding the writing
process for the young people of the Y-generation of today.
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In this age of modern technology and ICTs, online social networks have captured the
attention of educators and policy-makers as an alternative tool for language teaching
and learning. Bartlett-Bragg defined social networks as a “range of applications that
augments group interactions and shared spaces for collaboration, social connections,
and aggregates information exchanges in a web-based environment”( Mazman.2010)
While social networking sites (SNSs) have integrated a wide range of technical
features, they basically consist of a ‘profile’ and a list of ‘Friends’ who are also users
of the system Boyd.D.M.(2006).
The user has complete control over the content of his or her profile, and in some
SNSs, its visibility to other users as well. Besides the ‘profile’ and ‘Friends’ list, these
SNSs offer ‘commenting’ and ‘private messaging’ features, photo-sharing and videosharing capabilities too. However, between different SNSs, different visibility and
access options are provided. Currently, the most popular of these SNSs is Facebook.
FB is essentially a personalized profile of which users have complete control over its
content.
A user’s profile can be viewed by other users in the same ‘network’ by default,
unless the profile owner specifies otherwise. Users are able to share photos, comment
on friends’ walls, send messages, chat, create and join groups within this online
community. Of educational interest is the fact that this means that users are
continuously involved in the sharing of information, interacting and communicating
with other users, collaboration and the sharing of ideas and opinions via posts and
status updates. Hence, the researchers believe that FB possesses huge potential as an
educational tool due to these features offered ( Kabilan.M.K.2006)
The social networking sites are being used in various ways like forming communities,
chatting, blogging etc. Apart from that different institutions even nowadays are
forming communities or groups on different Social Networking Sites.
2.3.5 YouTube
YouTube is a popular video sharing website where users can upload, view and share
video clips. YouTube has become a popular form of web-2 new media Godwin-bnes
(2007).
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2.3.6 Characteristics of YouTube
A typical YouTube webpage is usually made up of the following show that, (Duffy, P.
2007)
(1) The wide variety of video content including Movie and TV clips and music video
unregistered user can watch most videos on the site and they have the ability to
upload an unlimited number of videos.
(2) Title –main title of the video(3) Tags –keywords specified by the person who has uploaded the video.
(4) Channels –relating to grouping of content.
(5) Related –videos determined by the title and tags, appear to the right of video.
(6) Comments – often not monitored can be provided by any registered user about a
video uploaded.
(7) Views – the number of times a video has been watched; ƒ Rating - videos can be
rated by registered users

2.3.7 Educational Benefits of YouTube
Video can be a powerful educational and motivational tool. However, a great deal of
the medium's power lies not in itself but in how it is used. Video is not an end in itself
but a means toward achieving learning goals and objectives. Effective instructional
video is not television-to-student instruction but rather teacher-to- student instruction,
with video as a vehicle for discovery.
YouTube is increasingly being used by educators as a pedagogic resource for
everything from newsworthy events from around the world to “slice-of-life” videos
used to teach students within an ESL (English as a Second Language) course. From
instructional videos to an online space to share student authored content.( Duffy, P.
2007)
Duffy, P. (2007) indicates some general guidelines recommended by Clark and Mayer
(2002) in relation to considering the appropriate use of any media to improve learning
suggest that media must:
- be aligned with expected learning or performance outcome;
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- reduce cognitive load;
- exclude superficial text or graphics;
- be appropriate for target learner’s learning literacy's Educators.
(And students alike), will find that video is an effective catalyst and facilitator for
classroom discourse and analysis. .
If used appropriately a video can be a powerful educational tool that helps in
motivating the students. YouTube is being highly used by educators in different parts
of the world to teach students and provide instructional videos. YouTube is also
serving as an online space where students can show their own work. Duffy, P.( 2007)
Educause Learning Initiative,(2006), Misanchuk, Schwier & Boling, (1996),
Conway,( 2006) Mention a list of specific examples where YouTube is included in the
teaching and learning experience and which quoted on ( Duffy,2007: P.125)
YouTube can be used to create a learning community where everyone has a voice,
anyone can contribute, and the value lies equally within the creation of the content
and the networks of learners that form around content discovered and shared.
1- Allow your students to create a short video as part of an assessment item
instead of the traditional essay. Becoming involved in the creation of a video,
“heightens a student's visual literacy, an important skill in today's electronic
culture.
2- YouTube allows the learner to experiment in new media to convey
information and knowledge. “Many educators believe that the act of creating
content, in virtually any form, is a valuable learning exercise.
3- Record a video of a guest presenter relevant to your content and use the
YouTube comments feature to generate some discussion.
4- Pose a question at the end of class that can be considered from distinct
viewpoints and ask your students to search for 2-3 video references relating to
the different perspectives. The use of video as a part of an anticipatory set to
promote discussion can be useful tool to engage with an audience already
enamored with the YouTube phenomena.
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5- The use of video also has several advantages over graphic and textual media.
E.g.: portrayal of concepts involving motion, the alteration of space and time;
the observation of dangerous processes in a safe environment; dramatization
of historical and complex events demonstration of sequential processes the
viewer can pause and review
6- To support language learning, at the end of one of your classes, decide on a
particular topic and ask your students to search for short videos on this topic to
watch it and create a difficult vocabulary guide.;
7- Instead of writing a traditional essay students can create a short video with the
narration of the story and post it on YouTube. In this way, besides working on
the actual script, students will be able to improve their visual literacy
8- YouTube can be used as a virtual library to support classroom lectures by
providing students with access to video clips.
Web 2.0 plays to the strengths of educator's curiosity and a love of learning by
opening the doors to collaboration and participation. It encourages and facilitates the
natural desire to share what you know and to learn from your colleagues.
Facebook groups and YouTube allow for almost immediate feedback and fun
interaction that the researchers hope will motivate students in improving their skills
and rising the motivation of the students
2.3.8 Media
Smaldino and Russel (2005:9) define media as means of communication and source
of information. Another definition comes from Arsyad (2011:4-5). According to him,
“media is a component of learning sources or physical aids in students‟ surroundings
which contains instructional material that can stimulate students to learn”. The
examples of media are videos, television, diagrams, printed materials, computer
programs, and instructors.
Arsyad (2011:26-27) explains the benefits of using learning media as follows:
(1) learning media clarifies the presentation of message and information so that the
learning process and product are improved,
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(2) learning media arises learning motivation, interaction between students and
environment, and the possibility for students to learn independently based on
their own ability and interest
(3) learning media copes with the limitation of senses, space, and time.
(4) learning media provides equal experience for students about phenomenon
happens around them and enables direct interactions with teacher, society, and
environment.
There are several kinds of media. According to Siemens & Tittenberger (2009: 22-23)
media is divided into 5 types: text, audio, visuals, video, and games and simulations.
Smaldino and Russel (2005:9) propose six basic types of media. They are text, audio,
visual, motion media, manipulatives (object), and people.
Furthermore, Asyhar (2012:44) divided groups media into visual media, audio media,
audio-visual media, and multimedia.
The current change of media technologies and their ease of use in learning as well as
education system facilitate folks to relate within the educational domain in new
ecologies of learning. Particularly, Web 2.0 technologies like blogs, wikis, podcasts
and the RSS process engage students to occupy an upcoming assortment of cognitive
skills in order to perform and solve problems in this digital atmosphere. We can refer
to these skills as digital literacy’s (Gilster, 1997, Inoue et al., 1997; Pool, 1997)
2.3.9 Web 2.0 in Education
The attention of the information technology and computing industries, the IT trade
press, and the several other professions and disciplines has captured by Web 2.0
phenomenon. Organizations and educational institutions are becoming integrated into
by Web 2.0 applications and are beginning to shape education, business and
communication practices. Social informatics directs research attention to the social,
cultural and organizational contexts, within which technologies are designed,
implemented and used (Kling et al. 2005).
Educational communities have a potential impact from Web 2.0. Traditional
educational context could be rebuilt by powerful application of Web 2.0 technologies.
We can classify the attitude of learning as passive and active. Passive learning is less
effective because student just takes in what the teacher teaches. In the active learning
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paradigm student seeks out what he/she wants to discover. Students need not only
listen but also read, write, discuss or be engaged in solving problem Chickering &
Gamson,( 1987). Using technology for ELL also enhanced students’ language skills
and aspects. Reading performance was improved. However, it was also found that the
students’ reading skills did not improve significantly ( Hsu, H.Y. & Wang, S.K.
2011). On the other hand, writing skills improved using blogs and FB [1]; and
impressively, learners were able to differentiate writing styles ( Miyazoe, T. &
Anderson, T. 2010).
Other benefits to educational networks have been identified by those who use them.
Educational networks enable positive peer support and provide much needed
encouragement. They keep teacher practices up to date, increase teaching time (vs.
going off-site for professional development classes), and promote job satisfaction.
In addition to the professional development opportunities from educational
networking, we can also expect to see very tangible benefit to the profession of
teaching as well, especially with new educators.
In a profession that can be profoundly isolating and lonely even though teachers are in
the midst of interacting with students all day, educational networking holds a
significant key to improving opportunities to find both emotional support and support
for exploring new ideas. Educational networking may, thus, prove crucial to teacher
retention and recruitment strategies, especially those aimed at newly minted teachers,
already used to social networking and its promise of continuous connection. The
power of educational networking to truly make a difference should help to bring about
an entirely new world when it comes to professional development( Hargadon, S.
2010).
This worldwide sharing of information and content is done collaboratively and in
innovative ways which are in no way possible for any one single person. FB,
therefore, can be seen as a platform in which students are able to appreciate and value
the benefits of collaborative learning, which are not available to them if they are to
work individually. FB clearly has the ability to connect learners with each other in
new networks of collaborative learning that are both social and academic in nature(
Selwyn, N.2007).
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The Web 2.0 allows for more exposure to the target language. Podcasts exposed
students to the language both at home and at school, increasing encounters with the
target language. However, there are concerns over the appropriateness of the materials
students are exposed to, where not all videos are school-appropriate (Mullen, R. &
Wedwick, L. 2008).
New Web 2.0 technologies and websites, such as a blog, wiki or YouTube, make new
demands on learning, and they provide new supports to learning, even as they also
dismantle some of the learning supports upon which education has depended in the
past. If we agree that there are changes occurring across the learning ecology and, that
new conceptualizations are required to use these emerging technologies, then some
care should be taken to think deeply about the impacts of Web 2.0 on the processes
and practices of pedagogy (Duffy, 2007).
Teachers of translation explain almost everything to the students, yet the students do
not have the opportunity to try to negotiate, to share and to comment. Therefore, they
cannot learn that much about how to treat their mistakes. By using Web-2(Facebook
and YouTube) ,students would have the chance to engage more and more in learning
about their mistakes and how to treat them by interact on a new environment which is
interesting, enjoyable and full of social interactions .
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Chapter Three
Previous Studies

Chapter Three
Previous Studies
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents serval studies that former researchers have done about
translation mistakes and Web-2. The researcher has divided the previous studies into
two parts:
-

Web-2 Studies

-

Translation Studies

3.2 Web-2 Studies
According to the researcher's knowledge, different studies have been carried out
on using Web-2 in education process specially in learning English language skills,
but no one of these studies was carried out on translation process.

Zhang, et al. (2012)
This study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of using Web 2.0 tools (social networks
and blogs) in the teaching of two technological courses, the study investigate the
possibility of using social networking tools, to support teaching practice in
technological courses. In this study, researchers

utilized i) Facebook Page as a

platform to share content, experiences and news of a general engineering course, and
ii) blog as a collaborative writing tool to express thoughts and opinions in a common
core in an education) course. After one-semester (three months) study, a total of 92
students participation the end-of-semester survey resulting in a response rate of 95%,
the researchers found that Facebook Page is an easy-tool and familiar tool for students
to share and exchange ideas among classmates, peers and public. Evaluation shows
that social networking creates a blended, social constructive learning environment that
encourages collaboration, conversation and sharing. Results of the study can be
extended to several directions, namely:
• Mobile learning via social networking;
• Teaching and learning via microblog;
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• Web 3.0 tools (e.g. augmented reality, semantic web) for education.
As the aim of this study is clear, there is a high similarity between it and the current
study which titled the effectiveness of web-2 tools.
The researcher of the current study benefited from the theoretical part, and from the
suggestions and recommendations of the study.
Afra (2012)
This study was an action research on the use of blog as media to teach recount text to
the VIII D students of SMPN 5 Semarang, in the academic year of 2011/2012. The
study aimed to describe how blog was used as a medium to teach writing recount text
and to examine whether there was any improvement of students‟ ability in writing
recount text after being taught using blog. The result of the research showed a
significant improvement of students‟ ability of writing recount text after being taught
using blog. The students also responded positively to the use of blog in learning
writing recount text. It can be concluded that the use of blog is very helpful to teach
writing recount text.
As this study focuses on the use the blog which is considered as one tool of web-2 on
improving writing skill, one of the English language skills, and carried out at a
university level, then this study is similar to the current study and helped

the

researcher in applying the activities of using web-2 tools.
Eren (2012)
The study aimed to investigate students' attitudes towards the use of social networking
sites, Facebook in particular, in language classroom. This study was carried out at a
university in Gaziantep, Turkey with 48 undergraduate students who were enrolled in
one year compulsory English preparatory class. The data were collected through a 5
point Likert-type questionnaire and semi-structured interviews. It was found out that
students have a very positive attitude towards the use of Facebook activity as a
supplement to language classroom. However, traditional classroom based language
learning still remains a backbone for language education .
The researcher of the current study benefited from the recommendations and
suggestions offered by Eren's (2012). As the aim of the study investigate student's
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attitudes towards the use of social networking sites. This helped the current researcher
using the techniques of the activities during Facebook group meeting.
Sawant (2012)
This study investigated Library and Information Science (LIS) teacher’s familiarity
with web 2.0 concepts, tools and services and applications related to LIS education in
India. The survey method was used. The data collection tool was a web questionnaire,
which was created with the help of software provided by surveymonkey.com.
It was found that LIS teachers have a low level of familiarity regarding the use of
web 2.0. Most of the teachers use web 2.0 for video sharing via YouTube. Nearly half
of teachers never used Wikis. The main problem in use of web 2.0 in teaching was the
lack of training programs organized by universities and other institutions for teachers
to use/teach web 2.0 tools.
This suggested that student in LIS programs need to have a fresh orientation directed
toward developing web 2.0 competencies and LIS educators need to introduce
changes in the content and substance of their curricula.
The researcher of current study benefited from this study in knowing more about
problems in using web-s tools which helped him in applying his tools.
Mehmood and Taswir (2013)
The research investigates pedagogical impacts of social networking sites on
undergraduate students at the College of Applied Sciences (CAS), Nizwa, Oman.
Blogs, wikis, tweets, RSS feeds, discussion boards, podcasts are educational nodes in
a huge network. The study tabulates the usage of these web2.0 applications and their
impact on linguistic and social behaviors of young learners. The demographic
segmentation constructs a framework to evaluate social tools and e-learning
technologies popular amongst learners. Sample of the study was composed of 100
participants and the sample was chosen using Purposive Sampling Technique. The
results of empirical evidence explore classroom and social software as paradigms that
build young knowledgeable societies. It studies variables that examine the
effectiveness of these social tools in knowledge sharing and general awareness of
student communities.
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The researcher of the current study has benefited from this study how to adapted
technique of the using networking sites at the university level as the current study
application.
Mahmud and Hassanuzzaman (2009)
This study aimed to investigate potentials of using different Web 2.0 tools in
collaborative learning as well as their advantage. Researchers choose qualitative
method to accumulate qualitative data. Four interviews students from Lund University
and Malmo University. have been conducted with the user of Web 2.0 tools and a
number of documents have been taken as empirical data to analysis what Web 2.0
tools are preferred to use in collaborative learning and what will be the advantages of
using Web 2.0 tools in education. This research work represents a framework for Web
2.0 tools through the assembly of literature and empirical data which describe the
course of action in learning and benefits of these tools.
The study has found blog, wiki, podcast; social bookmarking and Google Docs are
very useful for learning. We have produced a framework as a table format for each of
them which have described their individual course of action in learning and
advantages. Blogs, wikis, podcasts, social bookmarking and Google Docs have
increased the interaction between teachers and students.
The study suggested a further research to evaluate the use of Web 2 tools more
deeply. In order to augment the understanding and stand on the most controversial
issues related to data quality, accuracy and other side effects.
The researcher of the current study benefited from the theoretical part, and from the
suggestions and recommendations of this study.
Exter et al (2012)
This study explored the use of Web 2.0 technologies for collaborative learning in a
higher education context. A review of the literature exploring the strengths and
weaknesses of Web 2.0 technology is presented, and a conceptual model of a Web 2.0
community of inquiry is introduced. Two Australian case studies were described,
with an ex-poste evaluation of the use of Web 2.0 tools. Conclusions are drawn as to
the potential for the use of Web 2.0 tools for collaborative e-learning in higher
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education. In particular, design and integration of Web 2.0 tools should be closely
related to curriculum intent and pedagogical requirements, care must be taken to
provide clear guidance on both expected student activity and learning expectations,
and there is a clear need to develop, support and encourage strong interaction both
between teachers and students, and amongst the students themselves.
The researcher of a current study has benefited a great deal from this study in
selecting the study groups and applying activities for the sample of the study.
Ibrahim (2013)
This study investigated the effect of using Facebook on improving the students'
writing skills for the ninth graders in the Latin Patriarchate Private School in Qabatia
District in Zababdeh. The sample of the study was purposeful, it consisted of 40 ninth
grade students at the Latin Patriarchate Private School in Qabatia District in Zababdeh
in the 1st semester of the scholastic year 2012-2013. For data collection, the researcher
used an experimental group and control group to examine the effect of using
Facebook on improving the student's writing skills. The experimental group was
taught how to write effectively by using the modern technological tools mainly
Facebook, whereas the control group was taught writing traditionally. The researcher
used an IQ test designed by Saleh (1978) to examine equivalence in intelligence. Both
groups were about the same intelligence which guaranteed the equivalence of both
groups. Then a pre-writing test was applied for the purpose of examining the student's
level of both groups.
The researcher busily engaged the students of experimental group in different writing
tasks agreed upon between the teacher and the students in advance. These writing
tasks focused on teaching the main features of writing which are mechanic, usage and
sentence formation.
At the end, a post-writing test was also applied for both groups to check improvement.
The data was collected, coded out and analyzed by using Independent T-Test, Twoway ANOVA and Paired T-Test to answer the questions of the study. The training
program comprised 16 meeting on the Facebook social networking website, which
aimed at training the experimental group how to write effectively through correcting
mistakes and suggesting better ideas for their classmate's writing topics. On the other
hand, the control group was taught the same material but without receiving any
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training. After 16 sessions of training, means of the pre and post –tests for the two
groups were calculated. On the basis of the findings, the researcher found that there
was an obvious effect of using Facebook on improving the student's writing skills.
Based on these findings, the researcher recommended that teachers should give more
emphasis to the use of Facebook in teaching writing and cooperate with other teachers
in other schools to create groups more students from deferent schools.
The researcher of the current study used the same technique and same web-2 tool
(Facebook group) and used the same research design which is experimental design.
So This study has assisted the researcher of the current study to formulate his
theoretical framework and recommendations due to the similarity between some of
the result of the two studies.

3.3 Translation Studies
Nakhallah (2010)
This study aimed at exploring the difficulties that face the students of Al Quds Open
University in the translation process from English to Arabic. Nakhallah (2010)
attempted to find suitable solutions for these difficulties, and followed an
experimentally descriptive method in the study. He also designed a test in order to
explore the difficulties and problems that face those students. The study included
different types of translation such as literal, metaphorical translation, sentences, dual,
gender, modals, adjectives, adverbs, clauses and proverbs. The study showed that the
most difficult types of translation are proverbs, block language and newspaper
headlines .
The study showed that there were statistically significant differences in the translation
of tenses and stative, non-stative compound, definite, indefinite, dual and gender noun
referring to gender variation, and that those differences were in favor of females. The
researcher suggested some techniques for eliminating translation-related problems
including back translation, consultation and collaboration with other people during the
translation process and pre-testing or piloting whenever it is possible.
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This study helped the researcher of the current study in recognizing other
translational problems beside the translation articles and subject-verb agreement and
helped the researcher in preparing and conducting the translation test.
Ouided (2009(
This study Conducted in order to put hands on Algerian university students'
difficulties in translating English tenses, specially the case of the present perfect tense.
For the sake of checking the knowledge of the present perfect tense by the study
sample, both a questionnaire and a test were carried out. The questionnaire consisted
of nineteen questions in order to test the students' capacity in both understanding and
translating the present perfect tense. On the other hand, the test comprised fourteen
sentences in the form of

dialogue, where the students were asked to translate the

whole dialogue into Arabic. The test aimed at testing the students' abilities to translate
the present perfect tense and weather they always use [ Qad ] +the past form of the
verb when rendering it into Arabic. Moreover, another questionnaire was given to the
translation teachers at both English and Translation Department to know the exact
equivalent of the present perfect into Arabic. The study sample was 42 second-year
students at the English Department of Mentouri University, Constantine. The results
of the test and the questionnaire showed that the study sample faced difficulty in
translating the present perfect tense because of the lack of tense equivalent in Arabic
and that they always use [Qad] in rendering into Arabic. Yet in some situations, [Qad
+ past tense] was not suitable as in questions, negations and actions. Ouided (2009)
recommends that teachers should make students aware of that present perfect 'has'
which does not have exact equivalents in Arabic, and Arabic has it's specific way of
expressing the present perfect .
The current study is similar to this study in the selection of the sample that was the
university students of the second level.
Badawi (2008(
The title of this study is adverbial errors in Arabic –English bidirectional translation
among English department sophomore and junior students at the Islamic University of
Gaza. This study aimed at investigating the adverbial errors in Arabic –English
bidirectional translation among English department sophomore and junior students at
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the Islamic University of Gaza .A diagnostic test of 59 sentences in Arabic and
English falling in 7 domains of adverbs was specifically designed for that purpose and
it was randomly applied on the sample of study which consisted of 145 constituting
about 25% of the whole population. The sample of the study consisted of 61 male and
84 female students. The sample of the study were (62) sophomore students and junior
students were (83) The results indicated that The most difficult domain of adjuncts
to translate to least difficult one are as follow : " Intensifier adjuncts 19.62 % " , "
Viewpoint adjuncts 24.66% " , "Subject adjuncts 26.31% " , Place adjuncts 37.83 % ,
Manner adjuncts 38.76 % , Time adjuncts 39.52% , focusing adjuncts 50.83 . %
This study helped the researcher in constructing the pre- posttest as it measures
grammatical errors in translation.
Al Dilaimy (2006)
This study conducted a contrastive study of English and standard Arabic with an aim
to comparing reference as a semantic concept in English and standard Arabic that
holds between an expression and its reference. The study also aims at finding out any
definite or indefinite distinctions that are realized in both languages, as well as
discussing, comparing and analyzing the relationships of the interacting factors of
semantics and syntax in the use of various referring expressions.
The study is based on two main principles. The first principle is that successful
identification is mainly realized by definite reference, and that indefinite reference has
the ability to identify items but at a lower degree of identifying power. The second
principle is that both definite and indefinite categories of reference and their subtypes
have varying degrees of identifying powers .
Al Dilaimy (2006) attempts to investigate the study semantically and syntactically, so
he has divided the study into two main parts; a theoretical part and an empirical part.
The theoretical part provides a survey of the notion of reference in the literature of
semantic and linguistic studies. It also includes a detailed description and analysis of
the definite and indefinite referring expressions in each language separately. The
second part is a contrastive analysis that manipulates different views and findings of
prominent scholars in both languages .
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Al Dilaimy (2006) concluded that in Arabic there is a tendency to use the definite
article more frequently than in English to express both generic and specific reference
and that on English there is a tendency to employ pronouns, pro-forms, deletion of
some noun phrases, and the use of one- anaphoric expressions when there is a second
mention of a referent. However, in Arabic, a referent is adequately identified when it
is repeated in a written or spoken discourse or more information is provided by noun
modifiers for its description. Furthermore, generic reference in English is expressed
by the use of both definite and indefinite expressions, whereas in Arabic, the definite
referring expressions are basically employed in this respect .
Concerning its benefit, this study semantically compared the concept of reference
between English and Arabic as the researcher of the current study aimed to treat the
grammatical mistakes in translation due to articles and subject-verb agreement ,the
relativization semantically in both English and Arabic, and this in turn helped the
researcher.
Abu Jarad (2005(
The study aimed at analyzing the errors committed by English major students
registered in the second semester 2005 in Al-Azhar University. Gaza. The researcher
composed a grammar test comprising 59 questions covering 13 problematic
grammatical categories. The results of the study revealed that there was a natural
development in the students' control of the grammatical items tested as the students
move to the upper levels. However, it has been discovered that grammar teachers
should review tenses, articles, and comparative before they get into the content of the
grammar course. Additionally, first level students have shown good results on the test
due to the effort they exerted while preparing for the high school general certificate
exam. The analysis has also shown statistically significant differences between the
performance of males and females in favor of the females .
This study is one of the studies that showed clear differences in grammatical errors
attributed to gender in favor of female, this issue confused researchers as it differs
from one research to another, one of the current study questions is to investigate this
issue between university
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The current study used the same population that was the students who major in
English in Al-Azhar University Gaza. The researcher of the current study also used
the same tool e.g at translation written test) for his study.
Al-Jurf (2000 )
Al-Jurf (2000) Conducted a study on grammatical agreement errors in L1/L2
translations source. The study aimed at analyzing grammatical agreement errors in the
translation texts from English into standard Arabic by nine advanced college students
majoring in translation and also at finding the percentage of number and gender errors
in English-Arabic (L1/L2) translation .
The study findings showed that advanced translation college students commit huge
amount of grammatical errors. The researcher collected 159 grammatical errors from
the translation projects and analyzed and classified them as follows: 27% of the errors
were due to incorrect gender assignment to the controller or target. 24% were due to
inability to associate the verb, pronoun, or adjective with its correct referent. 3% were
due to inability to determine the number of the controller or target .
Al-Jurf (2000) noticed that there were more disagreeing verbs than pronouns or
adjectives, there were more gender than number agreement errors and more
interlingual than intralingual. Furthermore, there were more agreement errors when
the controller was singular and plural, when the plural controller was non-human and
when the controller was feminine.

Al-Jurf (2000) concluded that grammatical

agreement constitutes a major difficulty in the acquisition of L1 and L2, and this in
turn affects the quality of translation.
The researcher of the current study benefited from this study as it dealt with
grammatical errors in translation. The researcher in the current study would tackle
two important grammatical concepts: Articles and using subject-verb agreement in
translation.
Housna (2010)
Housna( 2010) conducted a study in order to test the EFL first- year- master students'
abilities to translating the accompaniment complement (Al mafuul maahu ) into
English. The study specifically aimed at finding out weather students find difficulties
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in translating the accompaniment complement, and at identifying the potential
difficulties and their reasons. The researcher hypothesed that if the study subjects
truly understood the accompaniment complement, they would be able to translate it.
Moreover, the absence of such category in English would lead to literal translation.
The researcher submitted a questionnaire and a test to the first year Master students of
English at the University of Constantine.
The study findings showed that:
1- The study subjects have serious problems that make them unable to translate the
accompaniment complement into English appropriately.
2- The absence of the accompaniment complement equivalent in English and the
difficulty in understanding it's meaning lead to inappropriate translations.
This study tackles one Arabic grammatical category despite its absence in English
grammar, and investigates how it is translated into English, this is what makes this
study of highly benefit to the current thesis.
The researcher of current study benefited from the results of the study and this study
helped in designing the translation test of the current study.
3.4 Commentary of previous studies
The previous studies varied in the objectives which they seek to achieve, Some
previous studies agreed on its aims for inquiry the impact of the web-2 tools on
different variables, such as Afra (2012), Mehmood and Taswir's study (2013), and
,Ibrahim study (2013), These studies most agreed with the current study which aim to
show the effectiveness and of using web-2 tools; Facebook and YouTube videos
practically, in treating the grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to English.
In the same time, there were some studies which aimed to investigate students
attitudes towards the use of social networking sites, and web-2 tools such as Eren
(2012) Sawant's Study (2012 Mahmud and Hassanuzzaman's study (2009)

The target population varied among the previous studies; some of these studies agreed
with the current study on conducted on universities students such as Abu Jarad's
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(2005), Afra's (2012), Eren's (2012). Mehmood and Taswir's study (2013), Al
Nakhallah's (2010), Ouided's (2009), Housna's ( 2010).
Some were conducted on school students such as Ibrahim study (2013), some were
conducted on general courses such as Zhang, et al's. study ( 2012) .
Some previous studies used an attitude scale and an interview instruments such as
Mahmud and Hassanuzzaman's study (2009), Zhang, et al's. study ( 2012), Mehmood
and Taswir's study (2013), Ibrahim's study (2013), Nakhallah's (2010), Ouided's
(2009),Badawi's (2008), Abu Jarad's (2005), Housna's( 2010) While some of them
used a questionnaire, a diagnostic test such as

Eren's (2012), Sawant's Study

(2012(,Ouided's (2009), Badawi's (2008), Housna's ( 2010).
Some of previous studies agreed with the current study in use an achievement test
such as Ibrahim study (2013), Nakhallah's (2010), Ouided's (2009),Badawi's (2008),
Abu Jarad's (2005).
Various designs and methods were followed in these previous studies. The
descriptive- method was used in some studies such as Eren's (2012), Zhang, et al's. (
2012), Afra's (2012), Mahmud and Hassanuzzaman's (2009), Nakhallah 's(2010).
Experimental and quasi-experimental research designs were used in some of the
studies, such Ibrahim's study (2013), Ouided's (2009), Badawi's (2008) Abu Jarad's
(2005), Housna's (2010). These studies agreed with the current study in research
design but the current study differs in using design of one group with pre and posttest.
3.5 General commentary
Obviously, all the mentioned studies agreed with this study on the importance of
web-2 tools in improving students skills and others general courses, specially
Facebook group , Zhang, et al.'s ( 2012) and Ibrahim's (2013) indicated in their
results that Facebook Page is an easy-tool and familiar tool for students to share and
exchange ideas among classmates, peers and public. Evaluation shows that social
networking creates a blended, social constructive learning environment that
encourages collaboration, conversation and sharing. And there was an obvious effect
of using Facebook on improving the student's writing skills. Based on these findings,
the researchers recommended that teachers should give more emphasis to the use of
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Facebook in teaching writing and cooperate with other teachers in other schools to
create groups o more students from deferent schools. Bout studies agreed with the
result of current study.
The current study also agreed with ,Mahmud and Hassanuzzaman's study (2009)
Mehmood and Taswir's (2013), Exter et al's. (2012) The studies have found useful
impact of using different Web 2.0 tools in collaborative learning The studies
suggested a further research to evaluate the use of Web 2 tools more deeply.
Nakhallah (2010) Al-Jurf (2000), Ouided (2009) Badawi. (2008), Housna (2010)
agreed with the current study in the population of the study (English majors in
universities) and agreed on independent

variable

(grammatical mistakes in

translation mistakes )
Translation studies were of great benefit to the researcher as they brought insights to
how learners of English translate from Arabic into English and vice versa, as well as
the difficulties that face them during the translation activity.
The most of the previous studies these mentioned in current study marked as modern
studies, as it hold after 2000.
Most of the web-2 part previous studies are foreign because of the modernity of the
study.
All previous studies agreed on the importance of the roles of web-2 in improving the
E-learning side, and the great effects of using web-2 tools in the education poses, and
improving the collaborative learning. Studies indicated that the web-2 established
environment that encourages collaboration, conversation and sharing during the
learning process.
Many studies applied the web-2 tools specially Facebook in many English language
skills as writing, reading ,but the current study is consider the first study obtain
translation mistakes specially grammatical mistakes that is Drew the attention of the
researcher.
It is worth mentioning that the previous studies benefit the researcher's study in one
way or another. They have inspired the researcher to:
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1) Rais new questions ،hypotheses, and purposes.
2) Write the theoretical framework.
3) Design translation test.
4) Use the suitable statistical methods.
5) Interpret the results and formulate recommendations and suggestions .
The current study different from the others studies because it deals with the topic
of treating the grammatical mistakes in translation proses from Arabic to English
language, aims at examining whether or not there are statistically significant
differences among the female English majors' mean scores on the test due to
some variables, due to using articles and subject-verb agreement .at Al-Azher
university-Gaza second level.

3.6 Summary
This chapter conveyed the studies related to the topic of the current research, and it
was divided into two parts ,studies related to translation , and studies related to the
using web-2 in the education proses .The researcher provided comments to bout
parts and general commentary. The next chapter is the fourth chapter.
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Chapter Four
Methodology of Study
4.1 Introduction
The methodological procedures of this study have been presented in some steps: The
method of study, the population of the study, the sample of the study, the instrument
of the study, the validity and reliability of the study instrument, and the statistical
techniques used in the study.
4.2 Research design
The study was designed based on the quasi- experimental approach with one group
design, pre and posttest in order to test the hypotheses of the study
Sherbiny (2007:9) defines quasi experimental approach as the approach which seeks
to uncover the relation between variables in rate can see the conditions that cause
specific phenomenon ,therefore, variable is a deliberate change to set the conditions
for what happened and note the changes in the event itself.
To illustrate, The researcher used the pre-test ,then he applied some activities using
web-2 tools (Facebook and YouTube ) to treat the grammatical mistakes particularly
using articles & subject-verb agreement in translation process from Arabic language
to English these committed by English majors at Al Azhar university ( see appendix
A).
After that, the researcher applied the posttest to evaluate the students' performance
and to identify the effect of using web-2 tools on their ability to translate correctly in
case of grammatical translation specially in using articles and subject-verb agreement.
4.3 Population of the study:
The population consists of all second level English language majors in second term
2014-2015 in Faculty of Education at Al- Azhar University-Gaza. The total
population of the study is (200) students according to the Faculty of Education .
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4.4 Sample of the study:
The sample of study consisted of one group (25) female students from the second
level English language majors in second term (2014-2015) in Faculty of Education at
Al- Azhar University-Gaza. The sample of the study is purposely selected from the
students of second level who already studied translation 1 course.
4.5 Research Tools
The objectives of the study which is to find out "Effectiveness of Using Web-2 on
Treating English Majors Grammatical Mistakes in Translation from Arabic to English
at Al-azhar university-Gaza.

To achieve this objective the researcher used a

Translation written test (See appendix: C-2).

4.5.1

Translation written test:

The researcher designed a translation written test for the second level English
language majors at Al- Azhar University-Gaza. This test was divided into two main
questions to evaluate students' ability in translation before and after the experiment
(See Appendix: C-2).
The first main question consist of two sup questions which contained Arabic text
designed to measure the ability of students to use articles (The, AN, A) during the
translation process from Arabic to English language.
The second main question consist of 10 questions, each one contained of Arabic
sentence the students had to translate to English language to measure the ability of
students in using subject –verbs agreement
100 marks were distributed to two the main questions. The first main question is
given 60 points, divided to 30 points to first sup question and 30 to second one. the
researcher designed the second main question to include 10 possible mistakes in
each sup question each mistake has one mark.
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First main question
Sup question one 10*3= 30
Sup question two 10*3=30
The second section is given 40 points, divided into 10 questions, i.e by 4 points to
each question (See appendix C-2 and Appendix C-4).
Table (4.1) Translation Written test mark's Distribution
First main Question

Second main Question ( 40

60 Points

Points)

1st Sub-Question (30 pts)

10 mistakes * 3 pts

2nd Sub-Question ( 30 pts)

10 mistakes * 3 pts

4.5.2

10 Sentences * 4 pts

Validity of Translation written test

Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument measures what it is supposed
to be measuring. Validity has a number of different aspects and assessment
approaches. Statistical validity is used to evaluate instrument validity, which include
criterion-related validity. The researcher also presented the test to a group of referees
who suggested some modifications.
Validity of Referees:
After setting the test in its primary version, it was examined by a group of referees
whom are experts in teaching methods and education, and also by expert supervisors
and teachers for the second level. The number of these experts was (7), see appendix
(E). The final experimental test is presented in appendix (B-2).
The Translation written test is examined by a pilot study of (20) students from the
same population study. The purposes of the pilot study are as follows:
1. Validity of the test
2. Reliability of test
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Statistical Validity of the Test
Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument measures what it is supposed to
be measuring. Validity has a number of different aspects and assessment approaches.
To insure the validity of the experimental test, the researcher uses the Criterionrelated validity test which measures the correlation coefficient between each question
and the whole test.
Table (4.2) clarifies the correlation coefficient for each question of the test and the
whole test. The p-values (Sig.) are less than 0.05, so the correlation coefficients are
significant at α = 0.05. So it can be said that the questions of the test are consistent
and valid to measure what it was set for.
Table (4.2) Correlation coefficient of each question and whole test
Spearman Correlation

P-Value

Coefficient

(Sig.)

1st main Question ( Testing Articles)

.913

0.000*

2nd main Question ( Testing subject-verb

.902

0.000*

Question

agreement)
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
Table (4.2) shows that the correlation coefficient between the each question and the
whole test is (0.913) and (0.902). This high degree means that the validity of
experimental test is high which gives the researcher satisfaction to apply the test as
the test is valid to measure what the test was set for.
4.5.3

Reliability of the test

The reliability of an instrument is the degree of consistency which measures the
attribute; it is supposed to be measuring. The less variation an instrument produces in
repeated measurements of an attribute, the higher its reliability. Reliability can be
equated with the stability, consistency, or dependability of a measuring tool (George
and Mallery, 2003). The test was repeated to the same sample of people on two
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occasions and then compares the scores obtained by computing a reliability
coefficient.
Cronbach’s Coefficient Alpha
The normal range of Cronbach’s coefficient alpha value between 0.0 and + 1.0, and
the higher values reflects a higher degree of internal consistency (George and
Mallery, 2003). The value of Cronbach's Alpha equals 0.908. This value is considered
high which indicates an excellent reliability of the entire scale.
Table (4.3) Cronbach's Alpha for Total of the questionnaire
Cronbach's Alpha
Total of the test

0.908

The Thereby, it can be said that the researcher proved that the Translation Written
Test was valid, reliable and ready for distribution to the study sample.
The researcher designed special rubric to evaluate the sharing of the students on Web2 tools (Facebook group and YouTube videos). This rubric consists of three levels of
performance for evaluating student's participation in many elements (posting, sharing,
commenting, correcting others mistakes, attendance of sessions, adherence to
instructions) each student gets a mark with reference to this rubric (See Appendix: D).
4.6 Steps of the Study:
a) Reviewing the previous related studies which

shed

the light on

grammatical mistakes in translation adopted by English majoring students
at different universities as well as the main results of these previous
studies : problems and solutions.
b) Deciding the instruments of the study: the achievement test.
c) Designing the pretest in the light of supervisors and teachers review.
d) Checking the validity and reliability of the achievement test
e) Applying a pretest for the sample.
f)

Applying some activities with the students depending on

in wep-2

(Facebook group & YouTube) and creating a new environment which is
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interesting, enjoyable and full of social interactions

to treat the

grammatical mistakes commit by the students who major in English at AlAzhar University -Gaza.
g) Applying the posttest for the sample
h) Analyzing the collected data by statistical means
i) Discussing the results and interpreting the hypotheses of the study .
j) Presenting the suggestions and the recommendations in the light of the
results.
4.7 Statistical analysis Tools
The researcher use data analysis both qualitative and quantitative data analysis
methods. The data analysis by utilizing (SPSS 22). The researcher uses the following
statistical tools:
1) Cronbach's Alpha for Reliability Statistics.

Where

is the variance of the observed total test scores, and

the variance of

component i for the current sample of persons, "K" is the number of item of the test.

2) Spearman Rank correlation for Validity.
n

r  1

Where

6 D i2
i 1

n  n 2  1

is the difference between ranks.

3) Frequency and Descriptive analysis.

4) Wilcoxon Test.
Wilcoxon test is used to determine if the mean rank of a paragraph is significantly
different between Pre and posttests. If the P-value (Sig.) is smaller the level of
significance,   0.05 , then the mean rank of a paragraph is significantly
different between Pre and posttests. On the other hand, if the P-value (Sig.) is
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greater than or equal to the level of significance,   0.05 , then the mean rank a
paragraph is insignificantly different between Pre and posttests.

4.8 Summary
This chapter presented sample of the study, procedures, study design, statistical
analysis, reliability, validity and variables of the study. The following chapter
describes the results of the study.
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Chapter Five
Data Analysis and Discussion

Chapter Five
Data Analysis and Discussion
5.1 Introduction
This chapter includes the presentation and analysis of the most important
statistical results, which aims to measure and determine the effectiveness of Using
Web-2 on treating English majors’ grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to
English at Al-Azhar University-Gaza . In addition, this chapter features the results of
testing hypotheses. It also includes discussing and commenting on each hypothesis in
light of the study questions.
5.2 Answer of the first sub- question:
The first sub-question: "Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤
0.05) in the mean scores in the translation exam in the pre and posttest?
To answer this question the researcher formulated the null hypothesis H0: There are
statistically significant differences at (α≤0.05) in the mean scores in the pre and
post written test.
To test this hypothesis the researcher used the Wilcoxon test to conclude that there are
statistically significant differences between the pre and posttest.
Table (5.1): Result of Paired Samples – Wilcoxon Test for all question
Post-Pre Ranks

N

Mean Rank

Negative Ranks

0

0.00

Positive Ranks

25

13.00

Ties

0

Total

25

Test Value

P-Value (Sig.)

4.373

0.000*

* The mean rank is statistically significant at 0.05 level.

Table (5.1) shows the result of Paired Samples – Wilcoxon Test for 25 respondents'
pre and posttest.
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The mean for negative ranks (Post is smaller than Pretest) equals 0.00, the mean for
positive ranks (Post is greater than Pretest) equals 13.00.
The value of the Wilcoxon test equals 4.373, with p-value equals 0.000. This implies
that there is sufficient evidence to conclude that mean is significantly different from
pre-test to post-test. The mean rank of all questions in post-test is significantly greater
than that for all questions in pre-test.
The researcher of the current study selects Wilcoxon test instead of T. test because the
sample of the study is less than 30, so the sample which was available is 25.
Wilcoxon test is used to determine if the mean rank of a paragraph is significantly
different between Pre and posttests. If the P-value (Sig.) is smaller than the level of
significance. Then the mean rank of a paragraph is significantly different between Pre
and posttests. On the other hand, if the P-value (Sig.) is greater than or equal to the
level of significance, , then the mean rank a paragraph is insignificantly different
between Pre and posttests.
-

Negative ranks means Posttest marks is less than Pretest equals 0.00

-

Positive ranks Posttest is greater than Pretest equals 13.00

This result indicates that using of web-2 tools including Facebook group and
YouTube videos enhanced students' abilities to translate correctly and these tools help
to treating the grammatical mistakes in translation proses from Arabic into English.
This result agreed with the results of Ibrahim's study (2013) who found that there was
an obvious effect of using Facebook on improving the students' writing skills.
However Sawant's Study (2012) found that LIS teachers had a low level of familiarity
regarding to the use of web 2.0, most of the teachers use web 2.0 for video sharing via
YouTube. Zhang, et al. study (2012) found that Facebook Page is an easy-tool and
familiar tool for students to share and exchange ideas among classmates, peers and
public. Evaluation shows that social networking creates a blended, social constructive
learning environment that encourages collaboration, conversation and sharing.
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5.3 Answer of the second sub- question:
The second sub-question: "Are there any statistically significant differences at (α ≤
0.05) in the mean scores in the translation exam in the pre and posttest in favor of
proper usage of articles?
To answer this question the researcher formulated the null hypothesis H0: "there are
statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores in translation
exam of the sample in the pre and posttest in favor of proper usage of articles"
To test this hypothesis the researcher again used the Wilcoxon test to conclude that
there are statistically significant differences between the pre and posttest due to using
articles.
Table (5.2): Result of Paired Samples – Wilcoxon Test for using articles
Post-Pre Ranks

N

Mean Rank

Negative Ranks

0

0.00

Positive Ranks

25

13.00

Ties

0

Total

25

Test Value

P-Value (Sig.)

4.373

0.000*

* The mean rank is statistically significant at 0.05 level.

Table (5.2) shows the result of Paired Samples – Wilcoxon Test for 25 respondents'
pre and posttest due to using articles. The mean for negative ranks (Post is smaller
than Pretest) equals 0.00, the mean for positive ranks (Post is greater than Pretest)
equals (13.00.) The value of the Wilcoxon test equals (4.373), with p-value equals
0.000. This implies that there is sufficient evidence to conclude that mean is
significantly different from pre-test to post-test. The mean rank of using articles in
post-test is significantly greater than that for using articles in pre-test.
The result indicates statistically significant differences between students mean scores
of posttest translation written regarding to using articles which mean that using web2 tools was active and enhanced grammatical skill of the students specially the using
of the articles and ability of translate it from Arabic to English.
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We conclude that there are statistically significant differences in translation exam
between the pre and posttest in using articles.
This result agreed with the results of Al Dilaimy (2006) who concluded that in Arabic
there is a tendency to use the definite article more frequently than in English to
express both generic and specific reference and that on English there is a tendency to
employ pronouns, pro-forms, deletion of some noun phrases, and the use of oneanaphoric expressions when there is a second mention of a referent. However, in
Arabic, a referent is adequately identified when it is repeated in a written or spoken
discourse or more information is provided by noun modifiers for its description.
Furthermore, generic reference in English is expressed by the use of both definite and
indefinite expressions, whereas in Arabic, the definite referring expressions are
basically employed.
5.4 Answer of The third sub-question:
The third sub-question: "Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05)
in the subjects mean scores in translation exam in the pre and posttest in favor of
proper usage subject –verb agreement?"
To answer this question the researcher forms the null hypotheses H0 "There are
statistically significant differences in the mean scores in translation exam of the
sample in the pre and posttest in using subject –verb agreement".
To test the hypothesis the researcher used the Wilcoxon test to conclude that there are
statistically significant differences between the pre and posttest due to using subject –
verb agreement.
Table (5.3): Result of Paired Samples – Wilcoxon Test for subject -verb
agreements
Post-Pre Ranks

N

Mean Rank

Negative Ranks

2

2.00

Positive Ranks

23

13.96

Ties

0

Total

25

* The mean rank is statistically significant at 0.05 level.
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Test Value

P-Value (Sig.)

4.272

0.000*

Table (5.3) shows the result of Paired Samples – Wilcoxon Test for 25 respondents'
pre and posttest due to subject -verb agreements. The mean for negative ranks (Post is
smaller than Pretest) equals 2.00, the mean for positive ranks (Post is greater than
Pretest) equals (13.96). The value of the Wilcoxon test equals (4.272), with p-value
equals (0.000). This implies that there is sufficient evidence to conclude that mean is
significantly different from pre-test to post-test. The mean rank of subject -verb
agreements in post-test is significantly greater than that for subject -verb agreements
in pre-test.
We conclude that there are statistically significant differences in translation exam
between the pre and posttest due to subject -verb agreements.
The result indicates statistically significant differences between students mean scores
of the posttest in using subject –verb agreement which mean that using web-2 tools
was active and enhancing the students to differentiate between sing subject-verb
agreement in English and Arabic language during the translation proses. The
researcher applied some activities focusing in treating mistakes of translation subjectverb agreement from Arabic to English ( see Appendices A ):
This result agreed with the results of Al-Jurf (2000) concluded that grammatical
agreement constitutes a major difficulty in the acquisition of L1 and L2, and this in
turn affects the quality of translation, Mahmud and Hassanuzzaman study (2009) The
study have found blog, wiki, podcast; social bookmarking and Google Docs are very
useful for learning. We have produced a framework as a table format for each of them
which have described their individual course of action in learning and advantages.
Blogs, wikis, podcasts, social bookmarking and Google Docs have increased the
interaction between teachers and students. Eren's (2012) found out that student have a
very positive attitude towards the use of Facebook activity as a supplement to
language classroom.
However, traditional classroom based language learning still remains a backbone for
language education. Afra's (2012) results showed a significant improvement of
student's ability of writing recount text after being taught using blog. The students
also responded positively to the use of blog in learning writing recount text.
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5.4 Conclusion
This study examined the effect of using web-2 tools Facebook and YouTube
on treating English major's grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to English at AlAzhar University –Gaza. The results of the study however, shed some light on issues

concerning using new, modern and enthusiastic social networking websites especially
(Facebook& YouTube)

in the field of teaching. In general, the results show that

there were obvious effects in using Facebook groups and YouTube videos on
improving the students' ability for translation and treating their mistakes especially in
case of

using the articles and subject-verb agreement. The result of posttest show

there was clear reduction of students' grammatical mistakes in translation proses from
Arabic to English and students' level in translation skills has been raised in general.
That was pointed in the final results.
Students welcomed using social networking site as a supplementary to the
curriculum. Most students showed that they love spending time on Facebook and
exercises, watching videos and sharing in groups. The indicated those are useful for
improving their language skills especially in translation. The researcher find that FB
Groups’ has the potential to give the youth what they desire, i.e to speak, with its
interactive, easy-feedback features, and thus, create a positive environment that is
encouraging and conducive for aiding the translation process for the university
students.

The main results are summarized in the following:
1- There was an obvious effect of using web-2 tools (Facebook &YouTube) on
treating majors grammatical mistakes in translation from Arabic to English
2- There were statistically significant differences at (α≤0.05) in the subjects mean
scores in the pre and post written test.
3- There were statistically significant differences at (α≤0.05) in the subjects mean
scores in in translation exam of the sample in the pre and posttest in using
articles.
4- There were statistically significant differences in the mean scores in
translation exam of the sample in the pre and posttest in the area of subject –
verb agreement.
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The researcher noticed the following changes and development in the level of the
student's proficiency:
1- The majority of students liked translation.during this course in Facebook
group
2- Most of them see that translation is important, interesting and helpful
3- The majority of students have the average level in translation according to
their assessment, but all of them have difficulties even the good ones
especially in case of using articles and subject-verbs agreement.

According to the researcher there were some difficulties during the application of the
study in Facebook group because of reasons back due to:
1- Lack of awareness among the students about using of web-2 tools.
2- The general problem of electricity in Gaza Strip ,in that case the researcher
had to wait till all students answer and comments
3- Internet problems sometime had appeared while conducting the experiment
with the student in Facebook.
5.5 Recommendations
Based on the results of the study, the following points are suggested and
recommended to instructors, learners, decision makers, parents and further research .
1- Educational institutions should adopt Moodle system which is rich of allot of
characteristics and special features like web-2 tools special Facebook group.
2- Arranging practical courses to university instructors and students about the
importance of the employment of web-2 tools special Facebook and YouTube
videos
3- Facebook is not only a social networking website that has a great effect in the
students' social life, but also it has a limitless impact on the student's academic
improvement. This is the reason why teachers should take into consideration
the importance of using Facebook in the teaching -learning process.
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4- Since there are many different sources of learning nowadays, instructors
should always search for new and enthusiastic methods of teaching, in
teaching English skills especially translation skills so that they could attract
the student's attention and motivation to learn. In this case, using Facebook in
teaching can solve this problem.
5- Students should not worry too much about their mistakes because mistakes are
inevitable and one can learn from these mistakes.
6- Parents should consider Facebook as a modern technological tool in teaching
not as a way of wasting time as it has recently caused political changes in the
Arab world.
7- Grammatical and structural errors in translation should be paid more attention
specially using articles and subject–verb agreement, which are neglected when
compared with lexical and semantic errors.
8- Grammatical mistakes and problems in translation are not only the
responsibility of English teachers; the problem already exists among the native
speakers of English. There seems to be a remarkable weakness in the grammar
of the native language. Also, there is a wide gap between theory and practice.
In light of that, a reconsideration of Arabic teaching objectives and curricula
are to be made so as to focus on Arabic grammar as a priority when teaching
English language in Palestinian universities.
9- Curriculum designers and translation instructors should design special
translation courses and Arabic grammar courses in order to focus on areas of
grammar where students face problems and commit errors in translation.
10- Instructors should focus on points of similarities and dissimilarities in both
Arabic and English when teaching grammar and translation courses through
meaningful teaching to raise the students' awareness of the strategies of
interference.
11- Reading comprehension is the first step in successful translation. Most of
students' mistakes stem from their lack of comprehension of the gist or the
details. Intensive training in reading comprehension followed by detailed
questions should be a permanent activity in translation classes.
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5.6 Suggestions for further studies
The use of Web 2.0 tools in educational environment is still new approach and their
benefits and drawbacks are not yet fully recognized. We have discussed the Facebook
and YouTube tools for learning purposes. There is a need for further research to
evaluate more tools deeply in order to augment the understanding and stand on the
most controversial issues related to data quality, accuracy and other side effects. It is
recommended that further researches could focus more on the challenges of
integrating web-2 tools as FB groups for teaching the different skills of English
language.
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Appendices

Appendix ( A)
The Process for using Web-2 tools
(1)

(2)

(3)

T. Posts a Text for
Ss.

Ss. Translate the
text and send it
back to T.

Ss. Correct each
other's
Translation

(4)
T. Comments

(7)
T. Support Ss. By
Youtube videos

(6)

(5)

Ss. Post
important
information
from these
websites

T.
Recommends
ss. To visit
some special
websites

- Instructions
- Explanation
- Encourage
- Supporting

(8)

(9)

(10)

Ss. Post and sharing
the result
v they get
from these videos.

T. using private
chatting messenger

T. Supports
feedback to the Ss.

1- The researcher posts to the students in Facebook group Arabic texts that
focus on using articles and subject-verb agreement to translate it to
English.
2- Every student has to comment and translate the Arabic texts at least 10
times during the work (see rubric, Appendices D)

.The researcher gives

the students required time for translation proses, taking in consideration an
obstacle may face students as break of the electricity.
3- The students correct each other's' mistakes and giving some suggestions to
avoid grammatical mistakes ,and every student has to correct 10 time to
others mistakes(see rubric ,Appendices D)
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4- The researcher motion to encourage and giving explanations to students
for facilitating their work in Facebook group.
5- The researcher recommends the students to visit some useful web sites to
get important information related to grammatical mistakes in translation
6- Each student has to share to others what she benefited from these web sites
references.
7- During the work meeting in Facebook group the researcher supports the
students by YouTube videos focus in explanation of the using of articles
and subject-verb agreement and some grammatical rules.
8- Each student has to share to others what she benefited from these YouTube
videos and sharing that to others students.
9- The researcher used privet chatting with the students to expressed some
problems and get more information for them.
10- The researcher supports the students by direct feedback and makes Clare
to them about the weak points of using web2.
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Appendix (B)
Teacher's Guide
A plan for Application of Web-2 Tools (Facebook Group& YouTube videos )
For Treating English Major Students' Grammatical Mistakes (Articles & Subject-Verb
Agreement/Concord) in Translation from Arabic to English
______________________________________________
Session 1
Date
Time

Level
40 minutes

Title

Adopted Strategy

Three
Web-2 tools/
Facebook Group/

Orientation and Ethics

1- In the first meeting on the lab the researcher starts with the students by
welcoming and introducing himself to them, motives them for the new work
and provides the students by the nature of the new work.
2- The researcher confirms the students about the headlines , rules and
instructions of using Facebook group .
3- Researcher provides the students by information about the Facebook group
and and gets information about students ability for using Facebook
4- Researcher adds the students to his new Facebook close group and uses private
messenger for chatting with students specially those are weak in posting .
Link of the Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/354927141361598/?__mref=message_bubble
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Session 2
Date
Time
Title

Three
Web-2 tools/
90 minutes
Adopted Strategy
Facebook Group/
Grammatical Mistakes in Using Indefinite Articles: A/An in
Translation from Arabic to English

Behavioral
Objectives

Organization
Material
Warming Up

Procedures Of Using
Web-2
Tool(Facebook
Group) in translation
from Arabic to
English.

Level

Students are expected to:
1-Recognize the use of indefinite articles/A/An.
2-Differentiate between the Arabic rule of singular indefinite
nouns and the rules of using indefinite articles in English
regarding translation from Arabic to English.
3-Apply the rules of indefinite articles in translation texts &
statements from Arabic to English.
4-Recognize how to use & apply the Facebook Group
technique as a technological instrument in translating from
Arabic to English.
Teacher& Students
Internet social networking (Facebook Group/ Facebook
Pages/.
Greeting& dialogue between teacher and students.
1-. Teacher gives students some Arabic statements and short
texts to translate them to English:
Examples:
Translate the following into English:
الشمس هى المصدر الرئيسى للطاقةيقرا الرجل الجريدةاالسد حيوان مفترسذهبت لمشاهدة فيلم الليلة الماضية: المتكلمماذا كان اسم الفيلم ؟: السامععنوان الكتاب. فسقوط المطر أجمل بداية،ليس كل سقوط نهاية.ماتراه حولك في العالم هو انعكاس لشخصيتك االم هي نعمة الهية اعطانا اياها هللا لتفف عنا مصاعب الحياة وال توجدكلمات كافية لوصف هذه الهبة
2-Each Student has to translate these sentences into English.
3-students post back their translation to the Facebook group.
4-Students correct each other's mistakes and give some
suggestions.
5-The teacher (researcher) tells students how to differentiate
between the rules of indefinite articles in English and the
equivalent rules in Arabic to be able to apply these rules in
translation from Arabic to English.in lab meeting .
6-During the work meeting in Facebook group the
researcher support the students by YouTube videos focus
in explanation of the using of articles and subject-verb
agreement and some grammatical rules
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7-Again the researcher give some mistakes related to these
videos and the students have to correct them, the students
have to shar their correcting to each other's .
8-. Teacher supports & recommends the students to visit some
good & useful web sites to get and learn some important
information related to grammatical mistakes in translation,
such as:
A-www.ccc.com
B- www.aimdanismalik.wordpress.com
C- www.wata.cc/site/linguistic_articles/4.hmI
Students have to post and sharing to each other about the
important information they collected from these YouTube
videos and every student has to share at least 10 time follow
the rubric (see Appendices D).
9-The researcher used privet chatting with the students to
expressed some problems and get more information for them
and enriched discussion with the students about the weak
points and the grammatical mistakes they committed specially
in using the articles and their equivalent from Arabic to
English language_
10-the researcher supports the students by direct feedback and
make Clare to them about the weak points of using web2.

Evaluation

Teacher observes the activities of the students in the Facebook
group; he observes the posting and the sharing of the students
to each other.
The researcher designed special rubric to evaluated the
sharing of the students on Web-2 tools ( Facebook group and
YouTube videos), follow rubric (see appendices
The researcher Supports students by direct feedback from
received intensive training of correcting each other's' mistakes
and giving some suggestions to Avoid committing
grammatical mistakes
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Session 3
Date
Time
Title

Three
Web-2 tools/
Facebook Group/
Grammatical Mistakes in Applying the Rules of Subject- Verb
Agreement in Translation from Arabic to English
90 minutes

Level
Adopted Strategy

Students are expected to:
1-Recognize the application of the rules of subject-verb
agreement (concord).
2-Differentiate between the Arabic rules of subject-verb
agreement and the equivalent rules in English in translation
from Arabic to English.
Behavioral Objectives
3-Apply the rules of subject-verb agreement in translation
texts & statements from Arabic to English.
4-Recognize how to apply the rules of subject-verb agreement
by using Facebook Group technique as a technological
instrument in translating from Arabic to English.
Organization
Material
Warming Up

Procedures Of Using
Web-2 Tool
(Facebook Group) in
translation from
Arabic to English.

Teacher& Students
LaptopInternet social networking ( Facebook Group/
Facebook pages/.
Greeting &dialogue between teacher and students about
general issues.
1-Teacher gives students some Arabic statements and short
texts to translate them to English:
Examples:
Translate the following into English: .
يعمل ابى طبيبزرنا بعض االصدقاء قبل يومينجميع الكتب بما فيهم كتابك في هذا الصندوقمعظم القصص كانت رائعةال احد من التالميذ حضر الحفلال المدرس وال الطالب حضروا في الوقت المناسبان التقدم بطلب لوظيفة جديدة يحتاج من المتقدم لهذه الوظيفة أن يكون ذو
 فيجب على المتقدم أن يكون جيدا ً فى اللغة،خبرة فى الوظيفة المعلن عنها
 كذلك يجب أن يكون لديه معرفة عامة جيدة،اإلنجليزية وعلم الكمبيوتر
2-Each Student has to translate these sentences into English
,and giving like to teacher.
3-students post back their translation to the Facebook group.
4-Students correcting each other's' mistakes and giving some
suggestions
5-Teacher tells students how to differentiate between the rules
of Subject-verb agreement in English and the equivalent rules
in Arabic to be able to apply these rules in translation from
Arabic to English.in lab meeting.
6-During the work meeting in Facebook group the researcher
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support the students by YouTube videos focus in explanation
of the using of articles and subject-verb agreement and some
grammatical rules.
7-Again the researcher give some mistakes related to these
videos and the students have to correct them, the students
have to shar their correcting to each other's
8- .Teacher supports & recommends the students to visit
some good & useful web sites to get and learn some important
information related to grammatical mistakes in translation,
such as:
A-www.ccc.com
B- www.aimdanismalik.wordpress.com
And the Students have to post and sharing to each other about
the important information they collected from these web sites
and every student has to share at least 10 time follow the
rubric(see Appendices D(
9-The researcher used privet chatting with the students to
expressed some problems and get more information for them
and enriched discussion with the students about the weak
points and the grammatical mistakes they committed specially
in using the articles and their equivalent from Arabic to
English language.
10-the researcher supports the students by direct feedback and
make Clare to them about the weak points of using web2 .

Evaluation

Teacher observes the activities of the students in the
Facebook group ,he observes the posting and the sharing of
the students to each other.
The researcher designed special rubric to evaluated the
sharing of the students on Web-2 tools ( Facebook group and
YouTube videos), follow rubric (see appendices
The researcher Supports students by direct feedback from
received intensive training of correcting each other's' mistakes
and giving some suggestions to treat grammatical mistakes.
-
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)Appendix (C-1
Translation Pre-Written Test before modification
English Major Students- Level Two
Al-Azhar University-Gaza
)2nd Semester-Academic Year (2014-2015
Date: ----------------------Time : 30 minutes
)(60 marks

Translate the following texts into English:

كان دائما يبدو بان الحياة الحقيقية هي على وشك ان تبدأ ولكن في كل مرة كان هناك محنة يجب تجاوزها1- ،
عقبة في الطريق يجب عبورها ،عمل يجب انجازه ،دين يجب دفعه ،ووقت يجب صرفه ،كي تبدأ الحياة
ولكني اخيرا بدأت افهم بان هذه االمور كانت هي الحياة.
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
كان ظهور الطباعة في البالد العربية أسبق من ظهور الصحف المطبوعة .فقد أنشئت أول مطبعة عربية 2-
في مدينة حلب السورية في مطلع القرن الثامن عشر ،في حين ظهرت أول صحيفة عربية بمدينة القاهرة
في مطلع القرن التالي .وكانت هذه الصحيفة تسمى " التنبيه" ،وكان ظهورها على أيدي الفرنسيين الذين
احتلوا مصر في ذلك الوقت.

....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
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اظهرت الدراسات الحديثة وجود فوائد عديدة لالغتسال بالماء البارد ،وذكر موقع السوسنة مجموعة فوائد 3-
لالستحمام بالماء البارد :حرق الدهون ،واالنتعاش بعد ممارسة الرياضة ،وتحسين المزاج وتنشيط الجسم،
وتقوية جهاز المناعة وعالج مشاكل البشرة.
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................

)4- Write the functional English translations for the following: (40 marks
عصفور في اليد وال عشرة على الشجرة1- .
....................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................
األقربون أولى بالمعروف2- .
.................................................................................................................
كما تدين تدان3- .
.................................................................................................................
الممنوع مرغوب4- .
.................................................................................................................
قل لي من تعاشر أقل لك من أنت5- .
....................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
End of Test
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)Appendix (C-2
Translation Pre-Written Test after modification

Al-Azhar University-Gaza
English Major Students-second Level
)2nd Semester-Academic Year (2014-2015
Date: ----------------------Time : 60 minutes
)(60 marks

Q1: Translate the following texts into English:

كان دائما يبدو بان الحياة الحقيقية هي على وشك ان تبدأ ولكن في كل مرة كان هناك محنة يجب تجاوزها,عقبة في
الطريق يجب عبورها ,عمل يجب انجازه ,دين يجب دفعه ,ووقت يجب صرفه ,كي تبدأ الحياة ولكني اخيرا بدأت
افهم بان هذه االمور كانت هي الحياة والحياة فقط.

5-

..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................

كان ظهور الطباعة في البالد العربية أسبق من ظهور الصحف المطبوعة .فقد أنشئت أول مطبعة عربية في مدينة
حلب السورية في مطلع القرن الثامن عشر ,في حين ظهرت أول صحيفة عربية بمدينة القاهرة في مطلع القرن
التالي .
............................................................................................................................................................................... ...
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................

)Q2: Write the functional English translations for the following: (40 marks
أمينة فتاة ذكية 1- .
..................................................................................................... ..................
كان المدير مرتبكا بعض الشئ2- .
.......................................................................................................................
تتكون الماء من الهيدروجين واالوكسجين3- .
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6-

تعمل سارة ممثلة 4- .
.................................................................................................................
يعتبر الحاسوب مهم جدا لألطفال هذه االيام5- .
.................................................................................................................
الطالب على هو الذى شارك في نشاطات الفصل 6-
....................................................................................................................
معظم الكتب كانت ممتعة 7- .
........................................................................................................... ........
ال أي منهم قادرا على القيام بهذة المهمة 8- .
......................................................................................................................
عدد من الناس ينتظرون رؤيتك 9- .
.....................................................................................................................
العلم رمز وطني10- .
ِ.....................................................................................................................

End of Test
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Appendix (C-3)
Typical Answers of Translation Pre-Witten Test
Al-Azhar University-Gaza
English Major Students - Level two
2nd Semester-Academic Year (2014-2015)
Date: ……………………..
Time: 30 minutes
Translate the following texts to English:

(60 marks)

1-It always seems that real life is about to begin, but every time there was an ordeal
to overcome, an obstacle in the way must be passed, the work must be done, debt
must be paid, and time must be spent. So, life begins, but I finally came to
understand that these things were the life itself and the life only.
2- The emergence of printing in the Arab countries was faster than the printed
journals. The first Arabic printing press was established in the Syrian city of Aleppo
in the beginning of the eighteenth century, whereas the first Arabic journal
(newspaper) was first appeared in Cairo at the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Write the functional translation for the following: (40 marks)
1- Amina is an intelligent girl.
2- The manger was a bit confused.
3- Water consists of Hydrogen and Oxygen.
4- Sara is an actress.
5- The computer is considered an important invention for children these days.
6- Ali is the student who has participated in the class activities
7- Most of the books were interesting.
8- None of them is able to do this mission.
9- A number of people are waiting to see you.
10- The flag is a national symbol.
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Appendix (C-4)
Translation Pre-Witten Test
Marks Disruption
Translate the following texts to English:

(60 marks)

1. It always seems that (1) real life is about to begin, but every time there was
(2) an ordeal to overcome, (3) an obstacle in (4) the way must be passed, (5)
the work must be done, (6) debt must be paid, and (7) time must be spent.
So, (8) life begins, but I finally came to understand that these things were (9)
the life itself and (10) the life only.
2. (1) The emergence of printing in (2) the Arab countries was faster than (3)
the printed journals. (4) The first Arabic printing press was established in (5)
the Syrian city of Aleppo in (6) the beginning of (7) the eighteenth century,
whereas (8) the first Arabic journal (newspaper) was first appeared in Cairo
at (9) the beginning of (10) the nineteenth century.

Write the functional translation for the following: (40 marks)
123456-

Amina is an intelligent girl. (1)
The manger was a bit confused. (2)
Water consists of Hydrogen and Oxygen.(3)
Sara is an actress .(4)
The computer is considered an important invention for children these days. (5)
Speaker: I read an interesting book last week. (6)
Hearer: What was the book on?

7- Most of the books were interesting.(7)
8- None of them is able to do this mission. (8)
9- A number of people are waiting to see you. (9)
10- The flag is a national symbol. (10)
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Appendix (D)
Rubric for evaluate the using of Web-2 Tools

(15) Marks

(10) Marks

(5) Marks

More than ( 15) post

Ranging between (15 to
10) posts

Less than ( 10) audios

More than (20)
Comments

Ranging between (10-20)
comments

Less than (10) comments

More than (15) times

Ranging between (10-15)
times

Less than (10) times

More than (15) times

Ranging between (10-15)
times

Less than (10) times

Attendance of
sessions

More than (10) times

Ranging between (5-10)
times

Less than (5) times

Adherence to
instructions
Degree of
Student

Excellent adherence

Good adherence

Poor adherence

Posts

Comments
Sharing

Correct other's
mistakes

( ) Marks
(100) Marks

Final Degree
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Appendix (E)
Facebook Group Publishing
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Appendix (F)
Consultation from Translation Pre-Written Test

Dear Mr. /Mrs. ………………………………………………………..………………………………..
The researcher is carrying out a M.Ed. thesis entitled Effectiveness of Using Web-2
on Treating English Majors Grammatical Mistakes in Translation from Arabic to
English at Al-Azhar University-Gaza
You are kindly invited to examine and check this test which is designed to test and
collect data on Grammatical Mistakes in translation from Arabic to English at AlAzhar University-Gaza third level students
The researcher is concerned specifically with subject -verb agreements and the use of
articles.
I would be very thankful if you provide me with your comments related to the
relevance, sentence structure and the number of items in the test.

Yours,
Hazem Alnajjar
Referee's name
………………………………………………………….

Signature
………………………………………………………….
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Appendix (G)
Referee Committee

No

Name

Degree

1

Prof. Hassan Abu Jarad

Prof. Dr. in Applied Linguistics

Institution
Al-Azhar
University

Associate Professor in
2

Dr. Mohammad Hamdan

Curricula and Methodology of

Gaza University

English Language Teaching
3

Dr. Ahmed Al-Nakhala

Ph. D. in Methodology

4

Dr. Mosheer Amer

5

Mrs. Mona Al Khozandar

MA. in Applied Linguistics

6

Mrs. Reem algsaen

MA. in Applied Linguistics

Al – Quds open
University

Associate Professor of

Islamic University

Linguistics

of Gaza
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Al-Azhar
University
Al-Azhar
University

Appendix (H)
Permission
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